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SIR

SUBRAHMANYA AYYAR LECTURES ON
THE HISTORY OF SRI VAISNAVAS
DELIVERED BY

GOPINATHA RAO,
ON THE I/TH AND l8TH DECEMBER

THE LATE MR.

MR. CHAIRMAN

T. A.

AND GENTLEMEN,

Before

M.A.,

proceeding

with

must express my sense of deep obligation to the
Syndicate of the Madras University for the honour (which I value
highly) done to me in having been asked to deliver these lectures.
To me the value of the honour is immeasurably enhanced by the
feelings of profound and, grateful respect cherished by me for the
venerable gentleman with whose name this lectureship is associated. I am only too well aware of the inadequacy of my qualifications for the proper discharge of the task with which lam
But I may mention that my object in having ventured
entrusted.
to address you on this occasion is not so much to give instruction as to provoke thought and induce others to work in such
and kindred fields of research, and I shall consider myself amply
rewarded if these lectures induce some of you at least to tackle the
obscure points in the history of our land and add to the present
stock of knowledge.
It is just twelve years ago that my article on the
history
the lecture

I

of the Sfivaisnavas first attracted the attention of our revered
countryman, Dr. Sir S._.,.Subrahmanya Ayyar, who has ever since
taken a paternal interest in me and watched with a kindly eye my
humble labours in the field of historical research. There has since
been much progress in epigraphy, necessitating the revision in the
light of new facts of some of the conclusions at which I had then
arrived. It is some satisfaction to me, however, that almost allude
new materials that have gone to demolish my former conclusions
and helped me to reconstruct a more correct history have been
collected by myself. It is my object to discuss in two lectures the
history of the Srrvaisnavas so far as it can be gathered from all
available sources and, with your permission, I now proceed to do so.

THE TRADITIONAL ACCOUNT.
Having made
humanity, Visnu

several repeated attempts to set right erring
resolved upon sending the various Insignia

attached to Him and caused them to be born on the earth at different places and times and among different castes with a view
'to the betterment and ennoblement of the human beings under
his sway. According to the order of. appearance the following
could be named Gadd, Sankha and Nanddka were ordained to
appear in the forms of Bhutam, Poygai and Peyalvars, respectively,
and at Kafici, Kadanmallai and Mayilai. These were succeeded
in the order of time by Tirumajisaiyalyar into whose form the
Cakra incarnated he, as his name suggests, was a native of
Tirumalisai, the Sanskrit equivalent of which is Mahisaraksetra.
Next was .Nammalvar, the embodiment of Visvaksena hailing
from Tirukkurukur in the south. Kulasekhara, born in the royal
family of the Keralas, is believed to have emanated from the Kaustubha of Visnu. He was followed by Periyalvar who graced Srivilliputtur and in whom Garuda is believed to have been impersonated. Tondaradippodi and Tirumarigai, appearing afterwards in
the villages of Mandangudi and Tirukkuraiyalur, were the counterparts of Vanamald andSdrnga. The last Alvar, a citizen of Uraiyur,
has the name of Tirupanalvar. To this list are generally added
the following : Andal, the daughter of Periyalvar, and Madurakavi, the disciple of Nanimalvar.
What is apparent from the above is the fact that the Alvars
came from all parts of the Madras Presidency and that they consisted of seven Brahmanas, one Ksatriya, two Sudras and one of
a low caste called the Panar. According to the 'Guruparamparas
the activities of these AJvars were spread over several centuries.
Let me attempt to give a brief account of these Alvars.
Poygaiyalvar, the Avatar of Visnu's conch, was born at Kancipuram, within a flower, on Saturday corresponding to the Sravana
naksatra of the bright half of the month Asvayuja in the year
Siddarthi, the year 861902 of Dvaparayuga (B.C. 4202).
Bhutattalvar, coming next in the order of time, was born the
next day after the birth of Poygaiyalvar, the naksatra of his
He was also born in a flower at a
nativity being Dhanistha.
Kadanmallai
known
as
then
even
(Mahabalipuram).
place
Peydlvarvras the third, being born on the third day of the birth
of the first Alvar, under the auspices of Satabhisan naksatra and
descended from the same parent as the first two at Mayilai
:

:

(modern Mylapore).
All these three were born in the Brahmana caste.
These three were born yogis originating in floral parts, and after
attaining manhood met casually one day at Tirukkovalur in the
following manner. Poygai who had come there on a pilgrimage
was resting on a narrow pial in the temple of that place. At the
same pial and with the same love of pilgrimage Bhutattajvar
sought shelter for the night. Sleeping-accommodation not being
quite suificierit for the two pilgrims, they agreed tp sit through.

3

.

the whole night, when the third Peyalvar aimed at the same place,
being hurried thither by the symptoms of an approaching storm
in the night. On the pial which could contain these three pilgrims
in a standing position they agreed to be in this posture throughout
the night. In the course of a conversation into which they had
entered, it appeared to them that they felt the elbowing of another
addition, wishing to share the already overcrowded pial. This
fourth person was no less than Hari (Visnu) who appeared before
their mind's eye as if to remind, them of Him and this figure
vanished at once. This divine arrival occasioned the singing of a
centum of Tamil verses by each of the three saints known by the
name of lyarpd Tiruvandadi and forming part of the Ndldyiraprdbandham. After this great event in their lives, they met Tirumalisaiyalvar at Tiruvallikeni (modern Triplicane) and from
there all four repaired to Mayilai, the birth place of Peyalvar, from
which place they dispersed once again.
Tirumalisaiyalvar.Once upon a time the Risis went to Brahma
to consult him as regards the best place on earth where they
could make a short sojourn for the purpose of carrying on their
After carefully weighing the merits of various
meditations.
places, Brahma prescribed that Tirumalisai would suit them J
The wife of Bharghava Risi
accordingly they all went there.
gave birth there to a son whom the Risi threw away on the wayside. The baby was picked up by one Tiruvalan, a man of the
Sudra caste. Being childless, he was very glad to bring up the
foundling as his own child. It was fed upon the milk supplied
gratis by a pious cowherd, to whom also some time after a boy
was born. This child was called Kanikannan and he subsequently became a disciple of Tirumaljsaiyalvar, the foster-son of
Tiruvalan.
As the first boy grew in years he learnt that it was necessary
to examine critically the various Darsanas (systems of philosophy)
that were then current, and armed with this preparation he
searched for truth in the heterodox systems of Buddhism, Jainism
and the Carvaka philosophy and in the orthodox schools of

At last his restless mind found conSaivaism and Vaisnavaism.
solation in Vaisnavaism. Having arrived at this conclusion he is
said to have exclaimed, as in the following verse
:

He

spent 700 years of his life at Tiruvallikeni, where he exhibited
by conquering Siva, who on that occasion bestowed
upon him the title of Bhakti-Sara. It was at Tiruvallikeni that he
met the three first Alvars and gained their friendship. In their
company he paid a visit to Mayilai, the birth place of
his greatness

-

there he werit to Kancipuram with Kanikaniian whom he;
took up from his native village.
The reigning Pallava prince_of Kancipuram having heard
of the spiritual greatness of this Alvar, appealed to him through
his disciple Kanikannan to grant him the boon of eternal youth.
The Alvar, greatly annoyed by the importunity of the_prince, left
the capital at once for an adjacent village named Orirukkai or
Oriravirukkai, whither the image in the temple of the. Pallava
capital went to join -its devotee. Next morning when the report of
the absence of the image of the temple reached the king, he
learnt that this calamity was due to the offence he had given to
that great man, Tirumalisaiyalvar. Thereupon he apologized to
the Alvar and succeeded in bringing back to his capital both
the image and the Alvar, After a short stay in the Pallava capital
the saint started on a pilgrimage to Kumbha konam where he spent

From

the rest of his life. He left behind him two works in Tamil named
the Tiruccanda-Viruttam and the Ndnmugan-Tirwvandddi. He was the
incarnation of Sudarsana and is said to have lived for 4,700 years.
Nammalvar was born in Tirunagari, a suburb of Tirukkurugai,
in the Tinnevelly district, of one Kari and his wife Udaiyanangai,
on the forty- third day of- the first year of the Kaliyuga which
corresponded with a new moon of the Vaisakha month in the year
Bahudanya, E.G. 3102. Like all the abovementioned Alvars he
was a born yogi. Even as a child he left his home to take his seat
under an adjacent tamarind tree where he continued in samddhi
for sixteen years.

Madurakavi, a native of Tirukkolur and a Brahmana, learnt at
AyOdhya, whither he had gone on a pilgrimage, that Nammalvar
had just then been born in the south. He repaired immediately to
Tirunagari to visit this human prodigy and to become his disciple.
After Madurakavi's arrival four years and a half were spent by
Nammalvar in composing the Tiruvdymoli which the devout
disciple took down regularly on palm leaves. According to the

Guruparamparai of the third Brahmatantra Svatantrasvamin, Nammalvar lived for thirty-five years and Madurakavi survived him for
Nammalvar' seems to have begun his task with the
fifty years.
firm resolve of composing a thousand verses in Tamil as indicated
by the colophon at the end of each decade of his Tiruvaymoli.
Besides the Tiruvdymoli, he wrote the smaller works called Tiruviruttam,

Tiruvisaippa

and Periya-TiruvandddL

He

is

variously

known as Kari-maran, Sathakopa, Vakulabharana and Parankusa.
Nammalvar was the incarnation of Visvaksena and a Sudra by
caste.

Kulasekhardlydr. Kulasekhara styles himself as Kollikdvalan
(the king of Kolli), Kudal-Ndyakan (the lord of Madura) and Kdltkkon (the lord of Uraiyur), these names indicating that he had sway
over the Kerala, Pandya and Chola kingdoms. He was born in

"5

Kollinagar on the Malabar Coast as a prince of Kerala in the twentyeighth year of Kali (B.C. 3075). Remarkable in his devotion to
Visnu, he, in the course of time, abdicated his throne in favour of
his son 'and retired to Srirarigam where he is said to have
employed himself in the. construction of portions of the temple
of Ranganatha. He w as the author of the PerumdlrTirumoli in
r

TamiJ and the Mukundamala

in Sanskrit.
Periyalvar flourished in the reign of a Pandya king named
Srlvallabha the original name of Periyalvar was Visnucitta. He
was the incarnation of Garuda, being born at Srivilliputtur in the
fprty-seventh year of Kali (B.C. 3056). He. was presented with a
large sum of money as a prize for his triumphant success in a
keen religious discussion held in the presence of the king. The title
of Bhattar-Piran (meaning the best of Brahmanas) was further bestowed on him by the king. His quiet life was spent in cultivating
a flower garden in order to dedicate the flowers grown there to the
local deity in the form of garlands. One day, coming a-cross a
little female child in his garden, he adopted her and brought
her up as his own daughter. When the girl came of age, he
gave her sound education both on the religious and secular sides
and this befitted her to help her foster-father in his devotional
exercises. One thing she could not desist from, and that was the
inclination to wear the nice garlands made by her father before
they were offered to the deity. She would steal away a few
moments for the purpose during her father's short absence and
would replace the garlands in their original places before her
father returned. The father, in ignorance of the garlands having
been used by his daughter, dedicated them to the deity. One day
he chanced to discover the girl's freaks and chiding her not to
repeat this act of sacrilege, did not present the garland that day,
but God appearing to him in a dream intimated to him His special
pleasure in accepting only such garlands as had been worn by
Andal (Periyalyar's daughter) and not any other. From the next day
onwards, Periyalvar offered only these used garlands. Andal
was given the name of Sudikkodutta-Nacciyar on account of her
wearing the flowers herself before offering them to God. When
;

she reached marriageable age, she refused to marry any one except
the God_Ranganatha of the rirangam temple. The God appeared
to the Alvar in a dream to declare before him his acceptance of
the girl in marriage and ordered her to be brought to his residence
at Srlrangam. Periyalvar took her there with great eclat and left
her in her Lord's house and returned to his quiet residence at
SrTvilliputtur.
Periyalvar has left a number of Tamil verses which
go by the name of the Periyalvar-Tirumoli and the works of Andal
are called the Nacciyar-TirutnolJ.
Tiruppanalyar. He was a man of low caste and he had not
therefore the privilege to step into the holy precincts of the island

of Srlrangam, but :sang the praises of the "God Ranganatha. from
the southern bank of the Kaveri. He. was a person of a highly
devotional temperament, justly_ honoured by God, who ordered oneLokasararigamuni to take the Alvar to the temple on his shoulders,
where he became absorbed into the deity. He has left only ten
"
stanzas in Tamil, beginning with the words Amalahadi-Piran, etc."
He was born in the 342nd year of the Kaliyuga (B.C. 2760) in
Uraiyur, being the avatar of Srlvatsa.
/

>

~

Tirumangai-alvdr was a kallar (professional robber) by birth and
profession. He claims to have been a petty chief under the Cola
king. For having misappropriated the revenue of the villages he
had the tenure of, the king imprisoned him. He got his release
by paying off the amount through the assistance of the God
Arulala-Perumal of Gonjeeveram and began a new walk of life
that of a highwayman. While making his livelihood by this
nefarious profession, he one day waylaid a newly married couple
who were passing through Tirumanarigollai, his stronghold. He
succeeded in dispossessing them of all their valuables excepting a
little ring encircling one of the bridegroom's toes, which he tried
in vain to pull out with his teeth.
Suspecting that the bridegroom
had practised some witchcraft, he demanded an explanation from
the Brahmana bridegroom. The latter whispered something in
the AJvar's ears as the mantram he had used for the occasion.
The effect of this whisper was indeed magical. The highwayman
was instantly converted into a staunch Vaisnava who thenceforward took a vow to visit all Visnu temples to sing their praise
and to repair the old temples. Srlrangam temple owes a great
deal to the munificence of this Alvar, who is said to have built the
fourth prdkara (the surrounding wall) besides a number of minor
buildings. To meet all the expenses of such vast undertakings he
plundered the Bauddha Vihara of Nagapattanam from which he
abstracted the golden image of Buddha, which being melted, served
amply for the purpose.

This Alvar is claimed in the Guruparamparai to have beeji
invited during his^ visit to Sirgali (modern Shyali) by Jrlanasambandha, the great Saiva saint, for a religious discussion and that
the Vaisnava apostle accepted the challenge and vanquished his
aiva adversary with no difficulty; whereon Tirumarigaiyalvar
was conducted through Sirgali, the birth place of Jfianasambandha
with all honours.
After a great deal of solicitation and trials of faith, the Alvar
married Kumudavalli, the daughter of a Vaisnava medical man.
This Alvar is said to have been the incarnation of Karmuka
and was born in the Kali year 397 (B.C. 2714).
Tondaradippodiyalvar.

This Alvar was born in the Kali year 289
Mandangudi to a Soiiya Brahmana

(B.C. 2814) in a village called

who called the child Vipranarayana.^ The boy was educated in all the sastras and when he came to .manhood he assumed
the quiet and unostentatious life of cultivating a flower garden and
dedicating the flowers to the God of Srlrangam. He was going on
with his work undisturbed, when one day he came a cross a dancing
She was
girl of winning manners and equally tempting features.
returning with her sister from the court of the Cola king at
Uraiyur. On their way home this woman made a bet to her sister
saying that she would win everyone by the charm of her beauty
even this austere Vaisnava Saint. With this view in mind she
began to serve under him

in the

improvement of his garden and

in

course of time she managed to entice him away from his devotions.
Before the end of a year poor Vipranarayana was worse than one
of the common herd, having lost all his claims to reverence. All
day long his thoughts were centred on her and he had long before
relinquished his task of cultivating the flower garden. Months

upon months passed away and Vipranarayana became a totally
He became poor and as a consequence was
different person.
abandoned by his sweet-heart.
Ranganatha, taking pity on the wretched condition of His
devotee, undertook to reclaim him. He assumed one day the form
of a temple servant and carried a golden cup belonging to the
temple to Vipranarayana's concubine, presented it to her saying
that it was from her lover and that he desired to communicate her
He then told Vipranarayana that
his desire to meet her that night.
his mistress desired to see him that night. Both met. that night and
the night was wholly spent in that way. Next morning the loss of
the golden cup was brought to the notice of the temple authorities,
and on vigilant search it was detected in the house of Vipranarayana's concubine. Of course Ranganatha interceded in her behalf
(in a dream).
Learning the source of his correction to be Ranganatha, Vipranarayana regained his senses and thenceforward he
remained faithful to his Lord.
The Guruparamparai adds that when Tirumarigai built the fourth
wall of the Srlrarigam temple he was obliged to construct it
slightly out of its proper alignment, lest he should disturb Tondaradippodi's Tulasi-garden, for which kind act the latter expressed
his thankfulness personally to Tirumarigai.
Tondaradippodi has left two works in Tamil named the
Tirumalai and the Tiruppalli-eluchchi.

THE TRADITIONAL HISTORY OF THE ACARYAS.
Nathamuni. Long after the time of the Alvars there lived at
Alvar-Tirunagari one Pararikusadasa, a disciple of Madurakaviyalvar and at the same time there lived at Viranarayanapuram
r also

Belonged to the same caste.

(modern Kattu-mannarkoyil) a Brahmana named Natharminigal.
This Nathamuni had a son called Isvafamuni who was so nanied
after his grandfather. Both of them were learned men and had
done enough travelling in visiting places of pilgrimage. This
family settled down quietly at VTranarayanapuram after a protracted pilgrimage. One day some Vaisnava pilgrims from some
place in the west happened to go there and to recite ten verses
from the Tiruvdymoli before the local deity; at the end of this
decade it was stated that it was a portion of the thousand verses
composed by Sathakopa. After hearing them, Nathamuni questioned them if they knew the whole work of Sathakopa by heart.
They returned a negative reply but assured him that he would
succeed in procuring the work if he should only try for it in the
birthplace of Nammalvar. With_a keen desire to possess a copy
of it he undertook a journey to Alvar Tirunagari and with some
difficulty met Pararikusadasa and waited upon him the latter was
pleased with him, taught him tr>e secret of securing the works for
which he had come there. Natbamuni by repeating certain verses
twelve thousand times received directly from Nammalvar himself
not only the works of his own composition, but also those of the
;

other Alvars.

>

Having got the works of all the Alvars from Nammalvar,
Nathamuni returned to his native village, Viranarayanapuram, and
resolved to set the verses to music, in which work he was assisted
by his nephews Melaiyagattalvar and Kilaiyagattalvar. Nathamuni's fame reached Gangaikondacolapuram and the Cola king
of that place began to hold him in respect. During one of his
-

visits

to

Gangaikondacolapuram, the capital of the Cola king,

Nathamuni breathed

his last.

Alavanddr. Nathamuni's grandson was Yamunarya. He was
born some time after the death of his grandfather and of his disciple
Uyyakkondar. He grew up to be a prodigy under the tuition of
one Mahabhasya-Bhatta. Akkiyalvan, the high priest of the
Cola king, had imposed a tax on all learned men of whom
Mahabhasya Bhatta was one. When once the priest sent his
servants to demand his dues from the teacher of Yamunacarya,
the boy refused payment and in the absence of his teacher sent a
challenge on behalf of his teacher to the king's priest for a discussion on any subject he might choose. The challenge was accepted
and in the discussion the poor priest had the worst of it at the
hands of the boy. The queen who was one of the audience was so
overcome with wonder and joy at a mere boy defeating an elderly
man considered to be a mountain of learning, that she embraced
him and called him her Alavandar (deliverer). Thenceforth he was
better known by this surname which was conferred on him by the
queen.

His further education was taken up by the/five disciples of his
grandfather who had enjoined upon them to impart what they had
received from him to his grandchild.
Armed with this great store of learning, he entered the service
of the king and was left in charge of a portion of the Cola
dominions. In his latter years he assumed the Sannyasdsrama and
retired to Srlrarigam at the instance of Manakkalnambi, one of his
grandfather's disciples.

Ramanuja. In Saka 939, on a Thursday corresponding to
Paiicaml of the bright fortnight of the month of Caitra in the
year Nala, Ramanuja was born at Srlperumbudur, to Asuri Kesava
Perumal and his wife Bhumipirattiyar. Eight years afterwards in
the year Krodhana, was born his cousin Govinda at MalalaimariT
galam. Kesava Perumal gave his son the necessary preliminary
education and sent him to Conjeeveram to attend the lectures on
Ve,danta delivered by one Yadavaprakasa. His cousin Govinda
joined him later.. On more than one occasion Ramanuja was
obliged to differ from the interpretation given by his teacher to
certain passages and this difference enraged his master. so much
that it is asserted in the Gurnparamparai that he contrived a scheme
by which he could do away with Ramanuja by drowning him in
the Ganges. With this object in view Yadavaprakasa resolved to
go on a pilgrimage with his pupils. The unsuspecting Ramanuja
also followed him but was warned in time by Govinda and
effecting his escape Ranianuja returned home. From that time
onwards, following his mother's advice Ramanuja went on with his
studies unassisted.

The rising
who sent his

Ramanuja was heard by Alavandar
Tiruvarangapperumal Araiyar to Kancipuram to persuade Ramanuja to go over to Srlrarigam. Ramanuja
in his turn had heard of Alavandar and was equally desirous of
seeing him. When this opportunity arrived, he accompanied
Tiruvararigapperumal Araiyar, specially sent by him to fetch
Ramanuja to Srlrarigam and when he reached the place, alas he
heard that the grand old man had died a few hours back. Afflicted
greatness of

disciple

!

with intense pain and sorrow he attended the funeral and returned
to,

Kanci

after the

ceremony was

Ramanuja pursued

over.
his studies for some time privately

and then

determined upon studying under Periyanambi one of the disciples
of Alavandar as his teacher. For this purpose he started for
Srlrarigam, but on his way he met Periyanambi himself at Madurantakam, where the latter had halted on his way to Kanci.
Ramanuja filled with joy at such an unexpected meeting requested
Periyanambi to begin his lectures even at Madurantakam at that
very auspicious moment. After a short stay here, Ramanuja
returned to Kanci with Periyanambi and continued studying
under him for six months. Meanwhile differences arose between

to

the wives of the two, and Periyanambi consequently .quitted the
house of RamSauja and returned to SrTrangam.
Disgusted with the many acts of petty-mindedness of his wife,
Ramanuja resolved to take on the robe of the Sannyasin arid carried
out his resolution immediately and his wife returned to her parents.
Having heard that Ramanuja had entered the Sannydsasrama, his
nephew Mudaliyandan. and KQrattalvan, a brillant youth of the
village of Kuram, joined him to begin the study of Vedanta. It
must be noticed, here that Mudaliyandan is said to have been
born in the sixteenth year of Ramanuja 's life and Kurattalvar was
three years older than Mudaliyandan. During the period of Rgmanuja's life a discussion arose between him and his old teacher,
Yadavaprakasa about the use of taptamudrd in which the latter
was completely silenced. A few weeks later Yadavaprakasa

embraced Visistadvaitism and became a disciple of Ramanuja arid
assumed the name of Govindajlyar. He wrote a work called the
Yatidharmasamuccaya and a short time after quitted the world.
At the request of Tiruvararigapperumal Araiyar, Ramanuja left
Conjeeveram to make thenceforth Srirarigam his headquarters.
He assumed the control of the temple and introduced many whole-some reforms in its management. Through the influence of his
uncle Periya-Tirumalai Nambi, Ramanuja's cousin Govinda Bhattar,
who set up in his native village of Mulalaimarigalam a linga. which
he had brought from Benares and who remained a staunch Saiva,
serving in the famous Siva temple at Kalahasti as its manager, was
converted to Vaisnavism after which the neophyte gave up the
management of the temple at Kalahasti and joined Ramanuja at
Srlrangam and became a Sannyasin under the name of Embar.
About this period, a great Advaita philosopher named YajnamQrti, who was going round to various places both for pilgrimage
and for spreading and establishing his faith, heard of Ramanuja
as the propounder of a new system of philosophy and went to him
;

In the discussion that ensued, Yajnamurti admitted his inferiority
and .became a disciple of Ramanuja and in time he became one of
his important disciples. After his conversion he received the name
of Arulalaperumal-Emberumanar. He was the author of the
Jndnasara and the Prameyasdra.
Now Ramanuja was moved by a desire to start on an extensive
pilgrimage to visit all the 108 shrines sacred to the Vaisnavas.
He visited all the important places of the Southern Presidency,
and the Guruparantparai adds that he even went to Kashmere to
procure a copy of the Bodhdyana Vrtti on Vyasa's JBrahma-sutras
after the study of which. he intended to write his Sri Bhdsya. It
is said that there he received greater honour from the king and the
goddess Sarada than they had both accorded to Sankaracarya. He
was able to borrow a copy of the Vrtti, but only for a short time,
even during which his two disciples Kurattalvar and Mudaliyandan

It
to get it by heart.
With that remembrance they were
able to help their teacher in the writing of his opus magnum, the
Sri Bhasyam. He returned to Srirarigam and began his Bhasyam
and finished two-thirds of it. About this period a son was born to
Kurattalvar, Parasarabhatta by name, who became on the death of
Ramanuja the representative of Visistadvaita School of Philosophy.
The Rdmdnujarya Divyasuricaritai declares that after the

managed

Bhasyam was completed Ramanuja

at Srlrangam for
lived
sixty years before the C5la persecution began- At that period
there lived a Cola king who was a very bigoted Saiva. He was
compelling his subjects to embrace Saivism. Naluran, the minister
of the king, who was one of the persecuted men, pointed out to the
king that if their leader Ramanuja of Srlrangam were converted,
it would be as good as converting the whole of his followers.

This suggestion was received with favour and emissaries were
sent to Srlrangam to fetch Ramanuja to the capital. When these
arrived at Srlrangam Ramanuja was at his bath and Kurattalvan
foreseeing trouble to his teacher put on the kdsdya which Ramanuja had doffed and proceeded to the capital to personate the
Vaisnava teacher. .The Cola king ordered him to sign a

document to the effect that there was no' god superior to Siva to
which Kurattalvan replied by saying that greater than Siva was
DrOna, punning on the words Siva, and Drona, which also were
two cubic measures of which the latter is bigger in capacity..
;

Incensed at this impertinent reply, the king ordered the eyes of the
man to be put out.
To return to Ramanuja After his daily services were over he
heard the news of the arrival of the royal messengers and of the
The devout
departure of Kurattalvan to the Cola capital.
followers of the Acarya advised him to flee altogether from the
Cola dominions to be out of the reach of harm. He received the
advice of his disciples with due regard and left Srlrahgam and
after a great deal of privation and troubles on the way, reached
Tondanur in the Hoysala kingdom where he took refuge. Tondanur (modern Tonnur near Melakote) became thenceforth his headquarters for a great number of years. In the course of a year or
two he succeeded in effecting the conversion of Bittideva, the
Hoysala king, from Jain ism to Srl-Vaisnavism and conferred on
his royal convert the name of Visnuvardhana. With the help of
the king he built on Yadavadri, the temple of Tirunarayana in the
:

,

Saka IOI2 Bahudanya. The Vaddkalai Sampraddyam gives IO2I as
the date of this event. He constructed also a large lake near
Tonnur and called it Tirumala Sagara.
In the year Saka 1039 Mudaliyandan was sent to the Hoysala
capital to set up there, as also in other parts of the empire, five
images of Narayana. In Belur was set up Vijayanarayana arid
Kartinarayana at Talakad.

:
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It is said that these images "were set up in Jaina temples
converted into places; of Vaisnava worship.
After all these achievements were over, people arrived with, the
happy news of the death of the persecuting Cola at Garigaikondacolapuram and requested Ramanuja to return to Srirangam.
After setting right the affairs of theTirunarayanapuram temple, he
proceeded to SrTrarigam where he finished the remaining third of
the Sri Bhasyant and lived for II years before he breathed his last.
Ramanuja had heard in Saka 1009 that the Cola king Senni
KulOttunga had destroyed the Visnu temple at Chidambaram ami

image therein had been carried by its votaries to Tirupati,
had remained with them houseless. He is said to have
influenced his royal convert Ghattideva Yadavaraya to erect a
temple for it in Tirupati and got it set up there. Ghattideva
Yadavaraya was also requested to superintend the services of the
that

its

where

it

Ramanuja then settled the dispute about the identity of
the image of the Tirumala temple, which the Saivas claimed as that
of Subrahmanya and the Vaisnavas asserted to be of Verikatesa.
Of course his judgment was in favour of the Vaisnavas. He also
established a number of Sri Vaisnava families at Ilamandayam,
a village near Tirupati, which he purchased for the purpose.
On the eve of his' long life Ramanuja made Parasara Bhattar,
the son of Kurattalvar, his successor in teaching the Visistadvaita
philosophy and left this world in Saka 1059.
temple.

Bhattar was the next Acarya and he was fit by education and
occupy the seat of his illustrious predecessor. The
important event of this period is the conversion of a famous Advaita
philosopher of some place in the Mysore Province, who some time
after his conversion took holy orders under the name of Nanjlyar
and succeeded Bhattar in the pontifical seat. Nanjlyar made
Nambur Varadaraja the next pontiff. He went by the names of
Nambillai andJLokacarya. Among his disciples were Periyavaccan
Pillai, the author of the voluminous commentaries on the Prabandham,-and Pinbalagiy a Jlyar the author of the earliest of the Tamil
Gurupardmpard prabhdvams.
The Vadagalai hierarchy is traced from Tirukkurugaippiran
He was the son of
Pillan, one of the chief disciples of Ramanuja.
the maternal uncle of Ramanuja and was entrusted by the latter
with the duty of teaching the Prabandhas and their meanings and
also with the honour of giving instruction in the Sribhdsya.
These distinctions were shared by three other persons. Tirukkurugaippiran Pillan was the first commentator on the Tiruvoymoli
and all subsequent commentaries are -based upon his gloss and
are mere elaborations of this the earliest and most authoritative commentary.
Engalalvan, a learned Soliya Brahmana of
Tiruvellarai, was ordered by Ramanuja to place himself under the
guidance of Tirukkurugaippiran Pillan. After the death of the
intelligence to

,

The disciple and
latter, the former became the pontiff in his line.
successor of Engalalvan was Nadadur Animal, the grandson of
Nadadur-A Ivan, a nephew of Ramanuja. He was succeeded by
Vedanta Desika, the founder of the Vadakalai sect.
After Manavalamamunikal in the Tengalai line and Vedanta
Desika in the Vadakalai line, the hierarchy becomes more complicated and to trace each one of the branches is not possible in the

the great

short time at our disposal. The history of the period subsequent to
these two acaryas must therefore be reserved for a future occasion.
Among the three important sects of Hindus in Southern India,
the Srivaisnavas alone had developed a high order of historical
sense. The members of this sect have left behind remarkable
records embodying a fairly full and accurate history which is truly

Boswellian in its tenderness and photographic in its fidelity and
forms a refreshing contrast to the accounts left by the other
sectarians. These records are abundant, and the historian of the
religions of India has only to co-ordinate the facts contained in
them with those disclosed from epigraphical and other sources.
Wherever they were not sure of their history, the Srivaisnava
chroniclers have somewhat freely indented upon their imagination
it is however, easy to detect such occasion^ and to set such oortions
of history on firmer foundations with the more reliable indications
obtained fromepigraphicalsourc.es and astronomical calculations.
The Srivaisnava movement has several features of great
;

movements in India. The
of these is its popular side. Having noticed the
remarkable success gained by Buddhism and Jainism over the
masses by the employment of the vernacular languages, the Saiva
saints of Southern India copied their example in making religious
appeals to the people. The experiment proved a phenomenal
success, so much so that people flocked to this creed deserting
Buddhism and Jainism. Seeing the success achieved by Saivaism,
the Vaisnavas in their turn employed Tamil, the vernacular
language of Southern India, in their religious propaganda with
equally marked success.
interest to the historian of the religious

first

and foremost

The second feature of the utmost importance in the history of
the Srlvaisnavas is the catholicity of its tenets. The sVivaisnavas hold that there is no distinction of caste so far as learning
and character go and a brahmana may accept as his teacher a
pulaya, provided the latter possesses the necessary culture and
character. To this extent, the caste system was done away with,
though not for other purposes. This free receiving and imparting
of knowledge from and to men of all castes is voiced in the
Tirumalai of Tondaradippodiyalyar thus
:

i

'

'to
the wives of the two, and Periyanambi consequently .quitted the
house of Ramanuja and returned to Srlrangam.
Disgusted with the many acts of petty-mindedness of his wife,
Ramanuja resolved to take on the robe of the Sannyasin arid carried
out his resolution immediately and his wife returned to her parents.
Having heard that Ramanuja had entered the Sannydsasrama, his
nephew Mudaliyandan, .and Kurattalvan, a brillant youth of the
village of Kuram, joined him to begin the study of Vedanta. It
must be noticed here that Mudaliyandan is said to have been
born in the sixteenth year of Ramanuja's life and Kurattalvar was
three years older than Mudaliyandan. During the period of Ramanuja's life a discussion arose between him and his old teacher,
yadavaprakasa about the use of taptamudra in which the latter
was completely silenced. A few weeks later Yadavaprakasa

embraced Visistadvaitism and became a disciple of Ramanuja arid
assumed the name of Govindajlyar. He wrote a work called the
Yatidharmasamuccaya and a short time after quitted, the world.
At the request of Tiruvararigapperumal Araiyar, Ramanuja left
Conjeeveram to make thenceforth Srirangam his headquarters.
He assumed the control of the temple and introduced many wholesome reforms in its management. Through the influence of his
uncle Periya-Tirumalai Nambi, Ramanuja's cousin Govinda Bhattar,
who set up in his native village of Mulalaimarigalam a lihga which
he had brought from Benares and who remained a staunch Saiva,
serving in the famous Siva temple at Kalahasti as its manager, was
converted to Vaisnavism after which the neophyte gave up the
management of the temple at Kalahasti and joined Ramanuja at
Srtrangam and became a Sannyasin under the name of Embar.
About this period, a great Advaita philosopher named YajfiamQrti, who was going round to various places both for pilgrimage
and for spreading and establishing his faith, heard of Ramanuja
as the propounder of a new system of philosophy and went to him
;

In the discussion that ensued, Yajnamurti admitted his inferiority
and became a disciple of Ramanuja and in time he became one of
his important disciples. After his conversion he received the name
of Arulalaperumal-Emberumanar. He was the author of the
Jnanasara and the Prameyasar.a.
Now Ramanuja was moved by a desire to start on an extensive
pilgrimage to visit all the 108 shrines sacred to the Vaisnavas.
He visited all the important places of the Southern Presidency,
and the Guruparamparai adds that he even went to Kashmere to
procure a copy of the Bodhayana Vrtti on Vyasa's Brahma-sutras
after the study of which, he intended to write his Sri Bhasya. It
is said that there he received greater honour from the king and the
goddess Sarada than they had both accorded to Sarikaracarya. He
was able to borrow a copy of the Vrtti, but only for a short time,
even during which his two disciples Kurattalvar and Mudaliyandan

;

II
to get it by heart.
With that remembrance they were
able to help their teacher in the "writing of his opus magnum, the
Sri Bhasyam. He returned to Srirari gam and began his Bhasyam
and finished two-thirds of it. About this period a son was born to
Kurattalvar, Parasarabhatta by name, who became on the death of
Ramanuja the representative of Visistadvaita School of Philosophy.
The Rdmdnujdrya Divyasuricaritai declares that after the
Bhasyam was completed Ramanuja lived at Srirarigam for
sixty years before the Cola persecution began- At that period
there lived a Cola king who was a very bigoted Saiva. He was
compelling his subjects to embrace Saivism. Naluran, the minister
of the king, who was one of the persecuted men, pointed out to the
king that if their leader Ramanuja of Srlrarigam were converted,
it would be as good as converting the whole of his followers.
This suggestion was received with favour and emissaries were
sent to Srlrarigam to fetch Ramanuja to the capital. When these
arrived at Srirangam Ramanuja was at his bath and Kurattajvan
foreseeing trouble to his teacher put on the kasaya which Ramanuja had doffed and proceeded to the capital to personate the
Vaisnava teacher. .The Cola king ordered him to sign a
document to the effect that there was no god superior to Siva ; to
which Kurattalvan replied by saying that greater than Siva was
DrOna, punning on the words Siva and Drona, which also were
two cubic measures of which the latter is bigger in capacity..
Incensed at this impertinent reply, the king ordered the eyes of the
man to be put out.
To return to Ramanuja After his daily services were over he
heard the news of the arrival of the royal messengers and of the
The devout
departure of Kurattalvan to the Cola capital.
followers of the Acarya advised him to flee altogether from the
Cola dominions to be out of the reach of harm. He received the
advice of his disciples with due regard and left SrTrarigam and
after a great deal of privation and troubles on the way, reached
Tondanur in the Hoysala kingdom where he took refuge. Tondanur (modern Tonnur near Melakote) became thenceforth his headquarters for a great number of years. In the course of a year or
two he succeeded in effecting the conversion of Bittideva, the
Hoysala king, from Jain ism to SrI-Vaisnavism and conferred on
his royal convert the name of Visnuvardhana. With the help of
the king he built on Yadavadri, the temple of Tirunarayana in the
Saka IOI2 Bahudanya. The Vaddkalai Sampraddyam gives IO2I as
the date of this event. He constructed also a large lake near
Tonnur and called it Tirumala Sagara.
In the year Saka 1039 Mudaliyandan was sent to the Hoysala
capital to set up there, as also in other parts of the empire, five
images of Narayana. In Belur was set up Vi jay anaray ana arid

managed
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Klrtinarayana at Talakad.

:
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It is said that these images were set up in Jaina temples
converted into places of Vaisnaya worship.
After all these achievements were over, people arrived with the
happy news of the death of the persecuting Cola at Garigaikondac5lapuram and requested Ramanuja to return to Srirangam.
After setting right the affairs of the Tiruna ray a napuram temple, he
proceeded to SrTrangam where he finished the remaining third of
the Sri Blidsyam and lived for II years before he breathed his last.
Ramanuja had heard in Saka IO09 that the Cola king Senni
Kulottuhga had destroyed the Visnu temple at Chidambaram ami
that its image therein had been carried by its votaries to Tirupati,
where it had remained with them houseless. He is said to have
influenced his royal convert Ghattideva Yadavaraya to erect a
temple for it in Tirupati and got it set up there. GhattidSva
Yadavaraya was also requested to superintend the services of the
temple. Ramanuja then settled the dispute about the identity of
the image of the Tirumala temple, which the Saivas claimed as that
of Subrahmanya and the Vaisnavas asserted to be of Verikatesa.
Of course his judgment was in favour of the Vaisnavas. He also

established a number of Sri Vaisnava families at Ilamandayam,
a village near Tirupati^ which he purchased for the purpose.
On the eve of his long life Ramanuja made Parasara Bhattar,
the son of Kurattalvar, his successor in teaching the Visistadvaita
philosophy and left this world in Saka 1059.
Bhattar was the next Acarya and he was fit by education and
intelligence to occupy the seat of his illustrious predecessor. The
important event of this period is the conversion of a famous Advaita
philosopher of some place in the Mysore Province, who some time
after his conversion took holy orders under the name of Nanjiyar
and succeeded Bhattar in the pontifical seat. NanjTyar made
Nambur Varadaraja the next pontiff. He went by the names of

Nambillai andLokacarya. Among his disciples were PeriyavaccSn
Pillai, the author of the voluminous commentaries on the Prabandham, and Pinbal.agiya Jiyar the author of the earliest of the Tamil
Gurupardmpara prabhavams.
The Vadagalai hierarchy is traced from Tirukkurugaippiran
He was the son of
Pillan, one of the chief disciples of Ramanuja.
the maternal uncle of Ramanuja and was entrusted by the latter
with the duty of teaching the Prabandhas and their meanings and
also with the honour of giving instruction in the Sribhdsya.
These distinctions were shared by three other persons. Tirukkurugaippiran Pillan was the first commentator on the TiruvoymoH
and all subsequent commentaries are -based upon his gloss and
authoritaare mere elaborations of this the earliest and most
^^
Engalalvan, a learned Soliya Brahmana of
commentary.
Tiruvellarai, was ordered by Ramanuja to place himself under the
guidance of Tirukkurugaippiran Pillan, After the death of the
/

tive
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The disciple and
latter, the former became the pontiff in his line.
successor of Engalalvan Was Nadadur Animal, the grandson of
Nadadur-Alvan, a nephew of Ramanuja. He was succeeded by
the great Vedanta Desika, the founder of the Vadakalai sect.
After Manavalamamunikal in the Tengalai line and Vedanta
Desika in the Vadakalai line, the hierarchy becomes more complicated and to trace each one of the branches is not possible in the
short time at our disposal. The history of the period subsequent to
these two acaryas must therefore be reserved for a future occasion.
Among the three important sects of Hindus in Southern India,
the Srivaisnavas alone had developed a high order of historical
sense. The members of this sect have left behind remarkable
records embodying a fairly full and accurate history which is truly
Boswellian in its tenderness and photographic in its fidelity and
forms a refreshing contrast to the accounts left by the other
sectarians. These records are abundant, and the historian of the
religions of India has only to co-ordinate the facts contained in
them with those disclosed from epigraphical and other sources.
Wherever they were not sure of their history, the Srivaisnava
chroniclers have somewhat freely indented upon their imagination ;
it is however, easy to detect such occasions and to set such oortions
of history on firmer foundations with the more reliable indications
obtained from epigraphical sources and astronomical calculations.
The Srlvaisnava movement has several features of great
interest to the historian of the religious movements in India. The
first and foremost of these is its popular side.
Having noticed the
remarkable success gained by Buddhism and Jainism over the
masses by the employment of the vernacular languages, the Saiva
saints of Southern India copied their example in making religious
appeals to the people. The experiment proved a phenomenal
success, so much so that people flocked to this creed deserting
Buddhism and Jainism. Seeing the success achieved by Saivaism,
the Vaisnavas in their turn employed Tamil, the vernacular
language of Southern India, in their religious propaganda with
marked
The second

equally

success.

feature of the utmost importance in the history of
the Srivaisnavas is the catholicity of its tenets. The sVlvaisnavas hold that there is no distinction of caste so far as learning
and character go and a brahmana may accept as his teacher a
pulaya, provided the latter possesses the necessary culture and
character. To this extent, the caste system was done away
with,
though not for other purposes. This free receiving and imparting
of knowledge from and to men of all castes is voiced in the
Tirumalai of Tondaradippodiyalvar thus
:

I

'

n
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and by Nammalvar

in the following lines

:

Instances of such respect offered to men of the so-called low
castes are many and striking throughout the .history of the
Srivaisnavas.
The sources of information for the construction of the history
.-.'....
of the Snvaisnavas are threefold, namely :
Guruparamparas and monographs on individual
(l) The
Acaryas, of which the most important are,
-

.

...

.

.

TheDivyasuri-caritapfGaruda.va.ha.na. Pandita; this is
the oldest extant work on the hierarchy of the Snvaisnavas
written by one who claims to be a contemporary of Sri Ramanuja.
There is no mention in. this work of the years and yugas, but it
contains barely the pame of the month, tithi and naksatra of the
nor does Garudabirth of each of the Alvars and the Acaryas
vahana Pandita give ttie chronograms dhlrlabdha and dharmonastah
corresponding to the birth and demise of Ramanuja. It stops
with the statement that Ramanuja, after finishing the mission of
his life, was awaiting his end.
(b) Next in order of importance and age is the Guruparampara-prabhavam of Pinbatakiya-Perumal Jiyar. It is written in manipravalam, a mixture of Sanskrit and Tamil and is based upon the
Divyasuri-caritam of Garudavahana Pandita, which the author
quotes frequently. Pinbalagiya-Perumal Jiyar also does not give
the years and the yugas in which the Alvars and Acaryas are
said to have been born in later works, but he gives for the first
time the chronograms dhlrlabdha and dharmonastah for the initial
and the final dates of the .life of Ramanuja. Pinbalagiya Perumal
Jiyar was the disciple of Nambillai, who, it will be shown later on,
lived at the time of the Musalman invasion of Srirarigam in the
early part of the I4th century and died immediately after this
(a)

"

;

incident.

.

.

The Ramamijarya-divya-charitam by Pillailokan Jiyar is
another work dealing with the life of Ramanuja written in Tamil.
(c)

Written long after Ramanuja's time, it contains a great deal of
popular and traditional stories which are responsible for minor
discrepancies and anachronisms. This work gives some quotations from a more ancient Tamil'aWork of historic value, but it has
not been possible to trace either the name of its author or of the
work itself. This Pi llailskan-Jiyar is also the author of the
Yatindrapravana-prabhavam, the

life

of Manavalamamunikal.
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(d) The Pertya-tirumudtyadaivu, which gives short accounts
of all the Srivaisnava Alvars arid Acaryas in a very brief and
succinct manner and which is an excellent hand-book of reference
regarding the teachers of the, Srlvaisnava sect, is the work of
Anbillai Kandadaiyappan and is written in Tamil. The author
was the son of Kandadai Annan who was one of the eight chief
disciples of Manavalamamunikal.
(e) The
Upadesa-ratna-mdlai of Manavalamamunigal is
another work of importance as it gives the list of the Alvars and
Acaryas, the ndksatra, etc., of their birth and other useful information regarding them. It is written in Tamil verse.

The Yatindrapravana-prabhdvam of Pillailokan-Jiyar
has already been mentioned, entirely with the life and
doings of Manavalamamunikal, and is in Tamil.
(g) The Sanskrit work Prapanndmrtam is another Guruparampard composed by Anantacarya, a descendant of Vaduganambi, one of the disciples of Ramanuja ;- he was himself the
disciple of the grandson of the famous Laksmlkumara or
Kotikanyaka-danam Tatacarya of Conjeeveram and lived a little
later than the Vijayanagara King Verikatapatidevaraya I.
(h) The next work of importance is the Guruparampardprdbhdvam of the third Brahmatantra-svatantra. Jiyar. This is the
Vadagalai version of the Srlvaisnava hierarchy and deals only
with one branch, namely, that represented by the school of
Vedanta-Desika.
(/) There is yet another work, the Sanskrit Veddntadesika(/)

deals, as

vaibhava-prakdsikd of Doddayacarya of Colasirigapuram, dealing
with the life and times of the great founder of the Vadagalai sect,

namely, Vedantadesika.
(2) The second source of information concerning the Alvars is
the collection of their works, well-known as the Ndldyiraprdbandham.
There incidentally occurs in it some mention of either contemporary
events or past incidents, the names and achievements
of_ some
kings, which help us in determining limits to the age of the Alvars.
The commentaries on the Divya-prabandham and more especially
that_on the Tirmdymoli of Nammalvar, are replete with reminiscences of the sayings and doings of the Acaryas and are an
invaluable aid to the historian as they afford not only an insight
into the history of personages, but also throw a flood of light upon
some hitherto little understood customs and manners of a by-gone
age and elucidate the meaning of several obscure words and
phrases.

The third and most reliable source of information is
The inscriptions found scattered over the Presidency
great corroborative value in regard to the statements made

(3)

epigraphy.
are of

by the various Guruparamparas.
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Thus then we have the Gurupafamparas, the Tamil compositions
of the Alvars themselves and the epigraphical records to help us
in the construction of the history of the Srivaishnavas.
Having indicated the sources of information for a correct compilation of. the Srlvaisnava history, I shall now proceed to give a
brief and succinct analysis of the contents of the Guruparantparas,
so that their accuracy may be tested in the light of epigraphical

and other evidence.

A

CRITICAL ACCOUNT OF THE SRI VAISNAVAS.

The
above

traditional account of the Alvars and the Acaryas given
facilitates the discussion of the question of their age, the

estimate of their literary and other merits and the value to be
attached to their works in the formation of the Visistadvaita
school of philosophy.
The order in which the Alvars are said to have been born is
given by Manavalamamuni (LDessre^rrefTLD/rQ^esflsefT) jn the following
verse
.

:

Quiruj<5G><3SUj/r/t

,&
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QUILHTIT
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The earliest of the Alvars, Peyalvar (Quajn-^/r^^ Bhutattalvar
h o are known
(y^^/T-LOQj/r/r) and Poykaiyalvar (U'TuJsro.suj/rLeaj/r/T-),
among the SrTvaisnavas as the Mudalalvars and also their contem-

w

porary, Tirumalisaiy.ai.var (^<S>'^^ ss> fUJ r !^ SiJ r/j are said to have been
born in Tondaimandalam (0^/r<ssarss)/_Lo^i53ri_sDLD) i n the Dvaparayuga and to have lived at the time of the Pallava dominancy
know from history that the Pallavas first
over that region.
came to Kanci not earlier than the 4th century A.D., a fact which
certainly militates against the statement of the Guruparampara
that they were born in the Dvapara-yuga. Bhutattalvar (y^^/r
L^eutrir} refers to Mamallai (LDTLDSV^SU) his own birthplace, in his work.
This place is the same as the modern Mahabalipuram,. a sea-port
established by the Pallava king Narasirhhavarman I, surnamed
Mahamalla (uj^/P-rujsba)). Regarding the town of Mamallai, Prof.
Jouveau Dubreuil, the latest authority on the history of the Pallavas,
is of opinion that "this town did not probably exist before the
time of Narasirhhavarman I and that it is this king that founded it
and gave it the name of Mamallapuram (uj.TLoet'suL/j-LD) after his own
name of Mamalla and began the cutting of the Rathas and caves
therein." Bhutattalvar (y^^^^fcb^^), therefore, was probably born
some time after Mamallapuram (LD/T-ukJbeuL/ IT ii) ca me into existence.
Mahamalla (LopJs/rLoeuev) lived in the middle of the /th century and
therefore Bhutattalvar (y^4^ /r fce a;/7 7') and his contemporaries may
be assigned to a period later than the middle of the seventh century
of the Christian era.
'

-'

'

'')

We

"

/

Again, Tirumalisaiyalvar (^^to^ero^^/r^a//?-//-) mentions the
{>ramanas, the Bauddhas and the Sivabhatarakas (8'euuun-jrif)..
Buddhism and_Jainism had not come into being in the Dvapara
yuga ; and the Alvar who refers to these religions cannot have lived
earlier than Buddha. It is patent that these earlier Alvars did not
live in a very remote antiquity, the more so if we realise thatTirumalisaiyalvar (@<T5LaL$eE>&ujirieiin-/f) -has a verse*' which seems to be
an adaptation from the famous Tirukkural, C^C5/DS "), a work
which belonged to the Sangam (fisisih) period, and which has been
variously dated, from the 2nd to the 6th century A.D.
'7

Another point worth noticing in this connexion is that some
of the earlier Pallavas were devotees of Siva and are~ described in
their copper-plate grants as parama-mahesv&ras (j-urm LcfrQ^sssiveujr)
Mahendravarrriah I (uzGpuDp&a&j/i-LDssr') was a Saiva and excavated
several cave temples for the worship of Siva in a number of districts
of our Presidency. His son Narasimhavarman and the later Palla-

Dantivarman
Nrpaturigavarman
vas,

(Xs.^a'/n-oew-)^

Nandivarman

(^5^^ay/rLossr)

and

were, however, Vaisnavas and
are called in their copper-plate inscriptions Haricarana-parah t
(^psoflfir<sG8ruir:),Dridhdbhaktir-Muradvisi (tfliu&jjiiT (tpjr&<sleqb) ancj so
on. Paramgsvaravarman II (.ujrQi^^^feu^u^^ry built the Visnu temple now known as the Vaikunthapperumal (sroeu^saOT
temple at Kafici and it was praised by Tirumarigaiyalyar
name of Parameccura-vinnakaram
Lurri^eurrri-) under the
All things considered, the Pallava period, correeStsGsresBr'Ssirii}.
sponding to the first quarter of the 8th century of the Christian era,
appears certainly to have been one of great Vaisnava activity alH
over the Presidency, in Tondaimandalam ( r-s/r<irari5ZDi_u><sB3rL_6ULb) as
well as in the Pandya and Cola countries. It would not be wrong,
therefore, to assign the Mudal-alyars and also Tirumalisaiyalvar
^(T^Lj^iEiseutrLDSfr)

(@(njLDLiQiotD&uj/riGuirn-')

to this period.

later* Guruparamparas ((Sd5 u a

^ ujrrr ) add to the astronomical
details given in the earlier ones the years of the Kaliyuga era and
the cyclic years corresponding to the birth of the Alvars and
Acaryas. The Kali years are mere fictions of the later writers,
whereas the cyclic years and the pancanga seem to work satisfactorily in some cases and seem to yield fairly consistent results.

The

'

-

t

Diwan Bahadur Mr. L. D. Swamikkannu Pillai, our learned
chairman, has made the necessary calculationsf and has published
a paper embodying his results in the Journal of tJie S. /. Association.
it he assigns A.D 720, to the Mudal-alvars {(if>^evrri^eurTir) and
Tirumalisaiyalvar (^(Tju^srooFtu/n-e^/r/T-)/ which seems to fit in with
the conclusion arrived at above.
In

*

Compare

-oUsitr

ULgib

(eS^^uSt-SU QeuesarQtsi Q-SfreaQvurr _<sSles)i^tijii
LjzsrS^) of Tirumalisaiyar with (<slgiilL-<so

eu

rsoGeu/r (sfH^jsQ^rrLhLS) uSi&lgieu t.Aletn&ei./n'esr L^SBTLO) of the Tirukkurj,!
f-See, however, pp. 58, 59, etc., below,
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Since the age of the Mudal-alvars((3P^ 'fc6 6u ^) were far removed
from those of the Acaryas, the hagiographers of Srivaisnavaism
could not be definite about the time in which these Alvars flourished nor could they give any account of their parentage. Hence
they had to draw upon their imagination for their supposed ages
and to attribute to several of them a fanciful origin from flowers,
The other evidences however seem to fix fairly the period in
etc.
which they lived.
Si)/7

From

the traditional accounts

we

learn that

was the son of Kari (/rn9), who
held a high post under the Pandya king his mother was a lady

Nammalvar

(i)

(^ii^/rtoay/r/r)

;

belonging to Tiruvanparisafam
(iil
(iii)

(^(^enessrutfl^frsrih^

that his disciple was called Madhurakavi (jL>&ur&;<sl\ and
that he himself bore the names Karimaran (-smflLDfr^esr)^

Parankusan

and Sathakopan (<FtQ&rrLjesr) and
was 'born at TirukkurugQr (^(Z5@(Z5<^-^).

(ujrrrtsi@&ssr

(iv) that he

>

}

when I paid a casual visit to the Anaimalai
near Madura, I chanced to discover two valuable
stone inscriptions belonging to the reign of the early Pandya king
Jatavarman Parantaka Pandya (Si_/ra;/nj3sar ujrrrjB&<5urresBrq-.uj').
One of these is in Sanskrit^and the other in Tamil. The information contained in the first is supplemented by that contained in the
In the year 1906,

(^SoHTtcSsy) hill

second.

The

record states
that it belongs to the Kali year 3871 (expired),
(ii) in the reign of the Pandya king Parantaka (.ujr/r^is^
(iii) that his uttar a-m antr in. (.^ppirLzp gutty, the son of Mara,
a native of the village of Kara van dapura and a member of the
Vaidya family, excavated a shrine for Visnu and set up an image
in it. The son of Mara (W^ssr) was also known as Madhurakavi
(Lo^jrffiaS?) on account of his skill in composing sweet verses.
first

(i)

record mentions the facts that seeing that
the temple works undertaken by his brother were not yet
finished at the time of his death, Eyinan (<sru9esr<sisr\ when he
attained the position of the uttaramantrin (2-&&jriA,!B@rfl) took

The second
(i)

them up and completed them
was dated in the reign of Maranjadai(ii) that the document
femi
UJSST).
yan (i-o/r^Q?
Now, the Kali year given in the inscription corresponds to A.D.
This was about the year when Parantaka Pandya
770.
His father Pararikusa Pandya
uireser uj-uj} ascended throne.
who fought with Nandivarman Pallayamalla
at Sankaramarigai .(<Ft5xsirtM!B><ss>-z) and other places,
about the year A.D. 760, must have died just before 770. Maran;

),

kSri

(LQ/r/c/5/.sT/fl)

continued

as uttaramantrin

^s-pfSJTLDjsjs&iff)

for

some years in the reign of Parantaka (U/^-.T-^^S) before he died.
His death must have taken place within about a decade from 770.

The facts contained in the Anaimalai inscriptions are in striking
consonance with those found in the Guruparamparas regarding
his father and his disciple.
Firstly, the compound
or irattai-pper (@>jri-<svL-Lj<3uri-') Karimaran (sn-flLorrfossr) of
Nanimalvar (^LOLo/TLea//?-/?-) indicates that Kari was the name of his
father. The name Marankari (u^rrfoissmfi) of the uttaramantrin
^jrLo^^ffi) shows similarly that he was the son of Maran (
Secondly Nammalvar (^uDLo/rLoay/r/r) was called Pararikusa
which was also the name of the father of the king Parantaka
Lastly, the disciple of Nammalvar (^LDLD/TLesu/r/r)
possessed the name of Madhurakavi (LDgur&8) f a surname of the
Nammaluttaramantrin
Marankari (^-^fjru^^^fi
uzir/Dw&trtff).
var's (^LDLo/rLooj/r/f) mother comes from Tiruvanparisaram (^(75;^""
urfl&iTjrLD), a place not far from Karavandapuram (^jrea^js^jn^) or
Kalakkadu (sw-dj/rQ). These facts in the accounts of Kari
the uttaramantrin (&-j&srL&pSsis?\) and Nammalvar
tempt us to identify Nammalvar GsiiuM-Leaw/r) as the son of the
uttaramantrin - && fru^p jit ft). Such an identification solves many
an otherwise inexplicable difficulty in the life of Nammalvar
if the identification is correct, it is easy to see that
(XPLQiz-/Ti.o6i;/r/r).

Nammalvar,

name

,

O^

(

Nammalvar

(jBuzuMTLjirri-)

was named Maran

(LO/T/DSBT)

after

his

grandfather. It was the custom in ancient "days for the kings of
South India to honour their faithful and distinguished subordinates
in various ways, of which one was to confer up them the privilege
of prefixing to their own names that of their sovereign. Hundreds
of instances of this custom could be found in epigraphy and it is
also mentioned in Tamil literature. For the distinguished services
rendered to him, Pararikusa (t-jjrifisj^f) may have been pleased
to permit Marankari (LO/r/DSBrs/r/fl) to prefix his name to his own or
to that of his son. Being already in possession of surnames such
as Muvendamangala-pperaraiyan (QpG&j^&LorBj&sau QLjjreajrujeBr*), etc.

may have thought it fit to call his son
after
his sovereign.
(ujr/r/E/.g^)
Similarly, Nammalvar
(^LOLD/TLesu/r/f) may have given his own father's surname Madhurakavi (L&gur<s<s9') to his disciple as a dasytv-nama and he may
have thenceforth come to be known by the name of Madhurakavi
(uwff-ffi9) his real name being lost to posterity.
It is quite certain that Nammalvar (/BLhu^irL^eutnT) was born at
when his father was in charge of tfcat
Tirukkurugur
Marankari

'(i>rrfD&!r-sn-ifi)

Pararikusa

(^^^.'r)

but Marankari (ua/r/DE/^/r//?) himself was a native of Kalakkadu (sr<sd/r). xhe fact of Nammalvar's (^Lo/r^ew/r) birth at
Tirukkurugur (^(5(75^_/f) need not therefore be considered
as militating against the inscriptional statement that Marankari
(Ln/rfDiEtsmfl) was a native of Kalakkadu (asrd5/r).
When I published my article on the Anaimalai (^fosru&so)
inscriptions in Sendamil (Q^^uSt^) for 1906, the above identifications were attempted by me, but some other considerations
district,
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I have since been conobliged me to abandon them then.
vinced that, for the reasons stated above, the identifications are

perfectly valid.

.

-

The king Parantaka

(ujrif^s) was .himself- a. very devout
Vaisnava, as the Madras Museum plates of that king states.
read of him in that inscription
....:-....'

We

and

Again, it is stated, that the four concluding verses of the
Velvikudi (Qeuerre!(s^-) grant of the same king Parantaka \uirn- &&&?)
have been quoted from the .Vaisnava Dharma (<soja;e^=s53rQ.'^/rLo).
The Visnu Dharma (aS^^^/fiD) i s a WO rk of authority among the
Srivaisnavas and the story of Ksatrabandhu (5*$>;s&.iri-J2Jgj')
alluded to in his Tirumalai (^(Tjui/rSsu) by Tondaradippodiyajvar
(Qfsn-emri-snsf-uQLjtri^.iLirri^eiJir'i-) i s given in the l/th" chapter of that
work. The Vaisnava zeal which this king and his officers
evinced was the result of the Vaisnava revival inaugurated in the
Pand3r a country by Namrrialvar (>^i^/7-/a//7-/r) and the Mudalalvars
in the Ton-daimandalam (Qjsrresyr^aL-insssri<sou^\.
other fact in the life of Nammalvar (^5U3LD/TL0a//r/r) has now
There' are thirteen Vaisnava places of note in
to be considered.
the Malainadu (LoSsi>^5/r(S>) which no one but Nammalvar (^tiua/T-Leeay/r/f)
has praised. They are situated in places which were reached in
One group
ancient times by three or four riiountain passes.
consisting of Tiru van par is a ram (^^eiieserurfiftr^Lb), TiruvattSru
(Q^^eun-L^surrrr)

One

"

and Tiruvanandapuram (^O^/B^^L/JTU ) was reached
Aramboly (^jr&Qurfl) OT the Kadukkarai (<s<s<s JT) pass

(^(VjGun-L-L-n-^v)

by

the

;

p&)

in Cerigunrur
another consisting of Tiruccirraru (&Q5J
)
Tiruppuiiyur (^S(75L/qS)y/7-), Tiruvanvandur
Tiruvallaval
fr), Tirukkadittanam.
(jsl(nj'S<t3--&'rG3rLb)
and TiruvEranvilai (,(756^.5-6^ e&aarr) was reached by the
Accankoyil (^y-^^w-<z/7-uS/SsBr) pass; while one must come by the
Bodinayakanur (Qi^ri^-<sn-ajs^srir') pass to reach Tirukkatkarai
and Tirumulikkalam (^c^g^i^**""" ). Tirunavay
and Tiruvittuvakkodu (@<T?;<s3&^eu<3;(3&rr(b)) sire accessible
All these -ways are situated even
through the Palghat pass.
at-sthe present time in thick jungles infested with wild animals
and are not easily passed through. It must have been much more
The inaccessibility of these
difficult of access in earlier days.
Vaisnava shrines accounts for the fact that they have not been
visited by the other Alvars, though some of them have come almost
It became possible for Namto the foot of the Western Ghats.
malvar (JEUDLCIT L>a;/r/f) to visit them, because he was the son of a high
official of the State and perhaps because he was much respected
by the king, who might have sent an escort of powerful soldiers
:

l

j

}

i

3

to enable Nammajvaf -(jB&iDiripeuirir) to visit the places of
pilgrimage in Malainadu (LbSso^^).
The astronomical details supplied by the (<&Q5uirwua-rr} Guruparamparas yield the date A.D. 798 for Nammalvar (,flaiu>/ri,>a//nr)
and this date, be it noted, falls in the reign of Parahtaka Pandya T

and ''staff

In one of his verses Nammalvar (puu* /r^eay/r/r) appears to show
of Tiruvajluvar
his acquaintance with the Tirukkural
The first half of the verse reads thiv* :

(G5,*0

.

which

is

almost the same as

of the Kural.

Again Nammalvar (jBibuvrtpeurfa-) mentions elsewhere in his
works the Sramanas, the akyas and the followers of the Lingapurana (i9/s/<s/-/'YT/r<ss-). This last is a work of recent date. His
references to the avaidika (^ysE>^,) religions and his acquaintance
with the Tirukkural (>$Q5&{5jfDsfr) would be possible only if we place
him well within historic times, but never if we should accept the
tradition which places his birth 3,OOO years before that of Christ.
There is an inscription engraved upon one of the pillars of the
.

prakara of the Saurirajapperumal (p^srr^jra-SLJQLj^Lo/ren-) temple
'<sessresari-jtnty which belongs to the third
year of a Cola king who is simply called Rajakesarivarman
From the palasographical point of view the
(jrtr^<Seseiufflenfrijc,ear),
record could be assigned to the reign of Aditya I (^.ihsu-O, who
as we know, ruled before A.D. 908. In this inscription a private
person bears the name Sathakopa ("&t-G<5rrui) which no one before
Nammalvar (^LO/T LQa//r/f ) had borne and which appears to have come
into existence with Nammalvar (^tiiip/rLoau'/rT).
If Sathakopa (^/_
G<sm-i\ one of the names of Nammalvar (^tiu>/r/Lba//r/r) was borne by
a common man some time before A.D. 908, it is certain that the
original Sathakopa (^iGts/ru) should have lived fairly long
before A.D. 908 so as to allow time for the spread of his glory, and
to compel the admiration of people for his worth so that they
might be prompted by a desire to bestow on their children
the name of so great and saintly a person. If, as we have
conjectured already, Nammalvar (^Lort^suir,/) lived in the first half
of the 9th century, it would not be difficult to find ordinary people
bearing the name Sathakopa (^/_GTIJ) in the lOth century A.D.
The various standpoints from which we have viewed the age
of Nammalvar (vBLOLo/npa/r/f) point in the aggregate to the first
half of the 9th century as the time when he lived and wrote his
memorable Tiruvaymoli
first

at

Tirukkannapuram (^o

f
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Kulasekhara (<$ev<3&&&) was, according to tradition, the next
Nammalvar (,<iLo/r/.B<aj/r/r) in point of time. There is very
little of internal evidence in the works of Kulas.ekharaivar (suCo^
He styles
sjriri^eumr) regarding, the age in which he flourished.
himself the lord of Kudal (^-i-su Madura), of Kongu (GW/s), of
Koli (G-z/r^) (UraiyQr) and of the city of Kollinagar (Q&rreueSp-srr)
and thereby: claims lordship over the Pandya, Korigu and the
Chola countries. One passage in his work has reference to an
historical incident which may serve to fix approximately the age
of Kulasekhara. It runs thus
after

_

:

Q<piueijeB><s<sir<toBV)

which Periyavaccan-pillai
nava commentator, explains thus

,

the great Vais

:

LD

This explanation, however,
(gjeuQ-fsir

j^ujislujirearGurr

is

wrong.

The passage

LD6u3su^7/r<s@

clearly

means

.irrr^ireurrSfD

rfijb

Here is, therefore, an allusion to the defeat and death of a Pallava
king suffered in the hands of Kulasekhara (@suC?c?<sjr). We know
that Nammalvar (^LDUM- Lftsurr/r) lived in the reign of Parantaka
PSndya l^jrn-^^s u/rsjar^uj), son of Paraiikusa Pandya (t-urmsK^f
ufressr t$-uj) the contemporary and opponent of Nandivarman Pallavamalla (^^^ew/rLDSBr LuajeusvLDsbsu).
Since Kulasekhara (6u<2^jr)
is said to be later than Nammalvar (^LbuD/rLesiy/r/r), the Pallava
contemporary of Kulasekhara should be some one. later than
Nandivarman Pallavamalla (JB^^&JIT^&ST Ljebsua/uaebsu). On sufficiently strong grounds Professor Jouveau Dubreuil has shown in
}

"
"
his recent publication on the
Pallavas " that
the southern part
of the Pallava kingdom was occupied by the Pandyas from the
4th to the l6th year of the reign of a Pandya king called Maranjait
appears to have been a military
daiyan (iBtrpigTjfis&i-iu&sr)
think that the occupation took place at the end
occupation.
of the reign of Danti, about 825." Kulasekhara (eu'?^*^-) may
have joined the Pandya king in assailing and probably also killing
the Pallava king Dantivarman (^^^J/TUSSBJ), some time about A.D.
825. It is perhaps this event that is alluded to in the passage quoted
above from the Perumal Tirumoli (QLJ^LQ/TS/T ^(^G'Lo/rt^?). By virtue
of his descent on his father's and mother's side, he may have
claimed to be the lord of UraiyQr, Kollinagar. etc. The age of
Kulasekhara has to be placed therefore in first half of the 9th

We

century.

Periyalvar (GurftLun-i^sumr') and his daughter Andal (^.esen-ir&r)
were the contemporaries of a Pandya king named Srlvallabhadeva
Mention is also made in their works of a person
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(^oj/r^ey), and Abhimanaturiga
more like those possessed
"which
surnames
sound
(^j'l^lLDiresr^isi-s),
by kings than by common men. The Srlvaisnava tradition makes
them the surnames of a Selvan (Q&eoeussr), who is said to have been
the priest of the king. If so, we should understand that those titles
which belonged to him were conferred by the king on his priest
as an honour. The only source of information regarding the Pa ndyasswe possess at present are the two Sinnamanur (SiGsrssn-Dgginr)
According to the
plates and the Velvikudi (G^^^^) grant.
larger Sinnamaniir (Q^resTLD^irir) grant, there was a king named
Srlvallabha ^(tjpeu&eou) alias Mara (UJ/T/D) and Paracakrakolahala
(Ljjr&<s8jr<3'rrsofr<i6u) who was the son of Varaguna (GUJT^&SST} Pandya
and who was a distinguished sovereign in his line. The document

whb

held the surnames NayScala
-

describes

him thus

:

II

Only one stone inscription of this king Srlvallabha
has been discovered up to this time ; it is engraved on a rock-cut
shrine at Sittannavasal (_&&&eGsreissr <&*#<&)*) in the PudukkOttai
State. In this inscription Srlvallabha is seen to have possessed
another surname Avanipasekhara (^y^eoflLj<2<?<sjr).
Periyalvar

(Qufflajn-^fr/r)

alias.

Maran

alludes to his patron Srlvallabha
the following passage :

(LDT/D) in

Q&rresr<ssr<sl<su

also be drawn to the present tense G)5<r<sssrL,n-Qib
above passage. Srlvallabha, the son of Varaguna
(/jr^eBsr"), lived in the middle of the 9th century.
The astronomical details regarding the age of Periyalvar
(Qu^u/TLea//?-/?-)
supplied by tradition yield A.D. 725 for the birth of Periyalvar; if
he should be taken to be a contemporary of Srlvallabha
Pandya
(2f GU606VU un-essnq-uj} we should attribute to him an usually long
life.
We have therefore to reject the traditional date as it does
not fit in with the other facts mentioned by the
We must take only the middle of the Qth century asGuruparamparas.
the approximate
time at which Periyalvar flourished.
The next alvar, according to the tradition, was
Tondaradippodi
(Op/rear L^ris^uQua-uji.-). He was the contemporary of
Tirumarigaibetween these is placed Tiruppanyalyar ^(si^Aeioaiujiry^ujrir^
alvar (^u-^T^^rrt-). So? if we fix the
age Qf Tiruman ai
&">**), we would arrive at the age of the other two AJlvars also

Attention

employed

may

in the

The following' facts found. in the works' "of Tifumarigai
afford us sufficient materials for the determination of the age of
this

Alvar

2.

'

:

LDissresreussr

'eu'ir

Q^rressre&L-UJ/rGt'S/resr QjesBr/stf&jtii

^essr(Lpti^.Lt:ir?tsi)

LoscsrSsBon^eu

.Ljeosveu/rQ&frGar ,

*I.

6&<sifl

jseoeSeasueussr

@^r/)<iE6i /nu

,.

ueueaeu/fQ-srresr

u&xsueiirr

and

Quotations 2 to 9 arer from his decade in praise 6f the Visnu
in the temple of Parameccura-vinnagaram (ujrQi&*0rir<s8<zGBrfxer3sjrii>)
It has long been / .established that this temple was
at Kanci.

by the Pallava king Paramesvaravarman
the predecessor of Nandivarman Pallava malla
The walls of the prakdra of this temple
usbsua/Losbeu).

constructed

Guffeuv Losisr) II,
eunrLDfzr

contain a series of well-executed but ill-preserved panels of
sculpture glorifying the Pallava race, by giving pictorial representations of the incidents in the lives of Paramesvaravarman

and Nandivarman

Pallavamalla

(^^^su/rtngro-

From

the short inscriptions engraved below these
we
get glimpses as to how the last-named sovereign
panels,
obtained sovereignty and how he was welcomed by the chief
Students of
officers of the State and conducted into the capital.
South Indian History are familiar with the fact that Nandivarman
Pallavamalla (jB^^i<snirLDaa- u& sua/Loeusu) Was harassed by dissensions caused by Gitramaya (^^^JTLDITUJ'), a prince in the regular
The latter had for his
line, whom Pallavamalla superseded.
confederates the Pandya king Parantaka (LJJVT/B^) I, and other
southern princes, whereas Pallavamalla was strongly supported
by his subordinate chief Perumbidugu Muttaraiyar (Ou^u:

Udayacandra and Adigaiman
met his opponents in
Mannaikkudi
of Sarikaramangai
battles
(^ffiy.sjmi/BeD.s),
the
(^/^^.^/r) and
(ui<srar8s5Br5Ei9_), Nelveli .(O^<2/3),- Alindiyur
Pugaliyur (qs/^^/f). In the last of these places Adigaiman
was defeated by the Pandya Parantaka

i$Q(gj(Lp.&ss>jrujir} t

(^Y^oBxsua/rsir).

his

general

Nandivarman

(^j^ew/ruisor)
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Mannai (^ararSsror), Nelveli (Q^euGa/ofl^and Kafuvur
referred to by Tirumarigaiyalvar (^(Tjaj/sezD^uj/rib^/r/r)..
known that the battles of Mannai .(LosrorSsror) and Nelveli

The battles

at

(<s(5^/f), are
It is well

were fought by Nandivarman Pallavamalla C,,
The Pandya king Parantaka (usrir tB&&') after
defeating Adigaiman (^^SEKSLD/T-SW-) at Pugali (M^^), which
the modern Pugalur (4c9^) on the Trichinopoly-Erode
.is
branch of. the South Indian Railway, appears to have proceeded
to Karuvur (,^), not far from Pugaliyur (4<E$(bF). There he
was confronted and defeated by Nandivarman Pallavamalla
;

.

as stated by Tirumarigaiyalvar
Since the military achievements of the Pallavar-kon
(u)6o&j/r<3<srr<ssr') who, according to Tirumarigai, worshipped the god
in the temple of Parameccura-vinnagaram (uirGLDfarireSlesersssr&jrtA)
and those of Nandivarman Pallavamalla are identical, there
can possibly be no objection to our identifying the former with
the latter.
The war-drum of Pallavamalla was called the kaduvtiypparai
(sQeufrujuuss}^) anfi jt is described by Tirumarigaiyalvar as sounding like the ocean in the following passage
euitLcxssr
iurr

j-jsixsua/Losuei/)

teu/rfi-\

:

The name of this drum occurs in the Vakkalgri and the Kendur
grants of Kirtivarman II of the Calukya dynasty. The Tamil
word kaduvaypparai (^'Qe^.Tujuueo/sy is therein most mechanically
translated into katumukha-vaditra (sQ^sie^ir^^^jr}. From the fact
that

ii

Tirumarigaiyalvar mentions the name of the drum of Pallavamalla,
there could not be even a shadow of doubt that the Pallavar-kon
mentioned by the AJvar is the same as Nandivarman Pallavamalla
and A. D. 717 to A.D. 779, which was the length of the reign of
Pallavamalla, is the upper limit of the age of Tirumarigai.
Let us now proceed with the determination of the lower limit
for the age of Tirumarigaiyalvar (^(5^<5><sro<suj/rLea/T/r). In his
decade in praise of Visnu at Attabuyakaram (,=gy-lt_L/Lr<s.zni) at
Kafici, the Alvar makes mention of a Tondaiyar-kon Vairamegan (Q^TS5Br6t_uj/fCon-s3r ej6i;jr<2u3sa7-). Some scholars have
identified this Tondaiyarkoii (O^/rerorsrof-uj/rG'^/rsar), that is, the
Rastrakuxa king
Pallava Vairamegha (e&eujrGLD&y with the
Dantidurga, who also bore the name Vairamegha (roa/jr<2 Lo z). "We
know that the queen of Nandivarman Pallavamalla was a princess
of a Rastrakuta dynasty and very likely the daughter of
>

t
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Dantidurga, And it must be after him the son of Nandivarmari;
Pallavarnalla-was named. Pantivarman; he seems to have assumed
also the surname Vairamegha .of his maternal grandfather. The
Rastrakuta Danti was a bad king and .was therefore deposed
soon after his accession ;_ there is therefore very little likelihood
that that king took Kanci and compelled its Pallava. king to do
homage to him. It. is therefore unlikely that Tirumarigai had in
his mind a foreign sovereign when he referred to Vairameghan.
On the other hand, we come across the name Vairameghan alias
(eufressrQ&/rf^i<5tsfftussr), in .No.
158 of the Madras
Epigraphist's Collection for 1912. The record is dated in the fourth
year of the reign of the Pallava king Aparajitavarrnan

Vanakovaraiyan

,

whom

I

have identified with Nrpaturigavarman

the last of the powerful Pallava kings of Kanchi. The
surname Vairamegha of Dantivarman which is held as an alias by
the subordinate Pana (t-rresw-} prince must, as usual, have been
conferred on him by his sovereign who may have been Nrpaturiga
himself or his father Nandivarman. Another inscription belonging
(s-uJJu<E5Q.s/r<srorL_/r/r ,(751/3851;) nearTrichinopoly mentions a channel named Vairameghan-kal (^^^G?LD#is^s/ri}).
In many places in the Trichinopoly district we come across the

toUyyakkondarTirumalai

inscriptions of Dantivarman and in them we see him referred to by
his name Dantivarman as also by his surnames such as Marppidugu
(LD/T/D/^@), etc. The channel referred to above may have been
named after his surname Vairamegha. Since the present tense
Gueserrsi (&JL>
g employed by the Alvar in his reference to Vairamegha, Tirumarigaiyalvar must have been a contemporary of
Dentivarman. If this conclusion is correctf the age of Tirumarigai
would fall in the first half of the 9th century; for, according to Prof.
Jouveau Dubreuil Dantivarman lived from A.D. 779 to A.D. 830.

The ages
dippodi

(.(TjLJLj/r^w^ejj/r/f) and Tondaramust therefore also be fixed as the

of Tiruppanalvar

(Q/srresBri-ja-uf-uQumq-)

half of the ninth century.
In the course of this lecture I have given one or two instances
proving the acquaintance of the Alvars with standard works such
as the Tirukkural. The Alvars were familiar with several other
classic works. In the Tirumalai (^^/T-Sa;) of Tondaradippodiyaivar (Qssressri-irtq.LJQ^'fru}-'), for instance, there occur two feet of a
verse which are identical with two feet of another belonging to the
work of the Saiva saint Apparsvamigal (^/uufr^eurrWsen-'). The
verse in the Tirumalai (^uoTSsu) runs thus
first

:

Q /z/ressrtrruj p

Q^/reissrQ&Q<9;

whereas that of the Tevaram of Apparsvamigal thus

:

Since we know that Apparsvamigal (^y-JLj/f6Fa//Tu? s05r) lived in the
middle of the ,seventh century arid the Tondaradippodi (Qpirsssri
jr^LJQLj/rtf.) in the middle of the ninth century, we are obliged to
remark that the latter must have borrowed both the thought and
the language of the former.
Even in the time of the Saiva devotee there must have been
some amount of Vaishnava awakening which the Saiva saint views
with dislike. He says
1

,

ja~rrtusi]&rerr

^(Lp^tT^^^uGu^ir

QLJIU/T,

'

CD LJUJ(Lf$3D
ILjSSlSrQuSl/r

QufTSsSlLI

LQ/rUJfSgpU UL-L-LLKoGT

'

,

/SO, Jf .

.Again, Tirumarigaiyalvar refers to a custom of the ancient

Tamil land and which is described in the_ Tolkappiyam (Qprea
The custom is known
sfrutSujiG') and the Tirukkural (^o^o^syT-).
as (LnL.Qeci^i&euy. The Tolkappiyam distinctly prohibits the practice
of this custom in the case of women in the following sutra
:

-

LOL.

uSlssr<s$)Lc>ujn~GT

and gives the following examples

^ jsn rru

.

in illustration of

it,

jj&HLh GLJSSs

QLdQsaesru

^

euLbuQesr

and the
<ssi

Kuiral

_ eDsarssrssrrLo

In his Periya-Tirumadal (u/fluj^^LDL-su), Tirumarigaiyar notes that
the Tamil .grammars do not ;countenanpe women, practising the
custom of madal-erudal and defies the Tamil grammars and expresses his opinion that the limitations put upon females by the
grammars are unjustifiable in the following passage :--

uut,

plain therefore vth,at. Tirumarigaiyar :was"farniliar. with
..,
kdppiyam and other classic works.
It is

".

:

.

,

t

.

.

.

The

later Alvars seem to .be acquainted with each other's work
evidenced by the innumerable parallel passages which might
r
easily be quoted. I shall give here a few examples

'.as is

:

e&essreesr uui>

.

Periyalvar.
i

sirQe&fDjBjEtr'ssr

Tirumarigai.

Tondaradippodi.
'

Nammalvar.
Tirumangai.
er&Br'SseriLirr(5nj<GS)i^

Nammalvar,
Tirumangai.

Nammalvar,
Qi_Diijujij-&G><5S-

tj/rey

&frLDms&r.

Tondaradippodi.

Tirumangai.
evjriEi&L&rr Co<55/ru9euGcz/r(SBar/_

Tondaradippodi.
Periyaivar.

Kulasekhara.

From the way in which Kulasekhara qualifies the word Tondar
in the following passage, he'seems to have had the name Tondaradippodi in his mind or we may take that Tondaradippodiyalvar
the suggestion to name himself
(Q.srreseri-jri^LjQLjrrt^iLin-^euiriT-') got
Tondaradippodi from the works of Kulasekhara.

The works of the Alvars may be described as welling with a
genuine love of an extremely intense degree'for. Visnu and in their
earnestness and fervour they stand only on a par with the equally
strong and touching appeals to God made in their Tevdram
This love, or bhakti, is the founda(
.say/rim)) by the Saiva saints.
tion for the doctrine of prapatti (i$jru g @) which looms large
in the Srtvaisnava philosophy.
Even the hardest heart cannot
resist the extremely pathetic and beautifully poetic appeals of a
Kula4ekhara, an Andal or a Tiruppanalvar. The compositions of
the Ajvars do indeed deserve the encomiums
l

<

own

works, as also those lavishly bestowed on
To deal adequately with the merits of
their works does not fall within the scope of the present lecture
and with your permission, I pass over it.
occurring in their

them by

later authors.

THE ACARYAS.
The Srlvaisnava chroniclers make justly a distinction between
the Alvars and the Acaryas, the former being saints who had
realized Brahman and had personal enjoyment of His grace,
whereas the latter were learned propounders and elaboraters of/
the philosophy contained in the works of the Alvars and were;
certainly far lower than the Alvars. The first of the Acaryas
was Nathamunigal. In fixing the age of Nathamunigal there are
several difficulties, the data being of a very conflicting nature.
The earliest of the Guruparamparas, the Divyasuri-carita distinctly
states that Nathamuni obtained directly from Sathakopa, through
the influence of Madhurakavi, his own works.

The Guruparampard

of Pinbalakiyaperumal Jiyar (LSesruLpSuj
however, affirms that Nathamuni (^/r^jjpsuR) secured
the works of Nammajlvar and other Alvars in a dream from the
former, who became pleased with Nathamuni after he repeated
I2,OOO times certain verses as advised by Parankusadasa, a
disciple of Madhurakavi. This statement,_namely, that Nathamuni
obtained the divya-prabandhas of all the Alvars from Nammalvar
in a dream is repeated in all subsequent Guruparamparas.
Later on the Srlvaisnavas finding that the attribution of a great
antiquity to the Alvars removed them far into the past and that
it created a long gap of time between the Alvars and the Acaryas,
and with a desire to bridge over it, contrived to give a long line of
Qu<Tj)LD/r<sfr

&UUIT).

disciples to

Madhurakavi and asserted that Parankusadasa

(usririsi

<#.tT&) .was but one of- this lineage. They also contended that
the older Guruparamparas ought not to be understood as stating

.

;
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/

that ?ararikusadasa was the immediate disciple of Madhurakavi*
but that he must be presumed to be a remote descendant in the
line of disciples of Madhurakavi; They also lengthened the life
of Natharnuni to 330 or 340 years. If we realize that Nammalvar
lived in the ninth century and that Madhurakavi or his disciple
Pararikusadasa lived even after Nammalvar, we cannot find enough
time in the interval between the end of the life of Parankusadasa
and the beginning of that of Ramanuja, that is, between about A.D.
900 and lOI/ to interpose 340 years for the life of Nathamuni and
I2O years for that of Alavandar. It is very probable that Nathamunigar flourished iri the last quarter of the ninth and the major
portion of the tenth century. A supposition such as this makes
it not impossible for him to have directly met Madhurakavi, or his
disciple Parankusadasa and obtained the Tiruvdymoli from either.

An important document was recently discovered by me which
throws considerable light upon the history of the Srlvaisnavas.
a set of copper-plates dug out of the earth in the village of
Anbil (^ysw-(-S 6u),not far from Srirarigam; it belongs to the reign of
the Cola king Parantaka II otherwise known also as SundaraIt records a grant
of land which the king made to a
cola.
Brahmana officer of his r who was a native of Anbil. This officer
and four ancestors of his were great devotees of the God Rariganatha of Srirarigam and their donations to the temple are detailed
in the document. The author of the beautiful Sanskrit verses
which form the first portion is stated^ therein to be a disciple
of Srinatha. Since the date of the inscription falls in the middle
It is

l

of the tenth century, we may reasonably identify this Srinatha with
the Acarya Nathamunigal. The first of the four ancestors of the
donee must then have lived in the ninth century and must therefore
have come under the influence of the Alvars who were congregated
in the temple of Rariganatha in Srirarigam, situated very near his
own. village of Anbil.
Regarding Nathamuni there occur in the Guruparamparas certain
facts of apparently historical value, namely, that he was born in
of VTranarayanapuram (dSjr^.Tjrfrajesar^jrLh) and died
the
'

in

agrahdra
Garigaikondasolapuram

(<srneB>a;G)-5iressri<3'TirLLjirLn).

Though

it

is perfectly possible that Nathamunigal lived in the agrahara
of Viranarayanapuram, it does not seem to be possible that
he died in Garigaikondasolapuram. This latter place could not
have come into existence at the time of Nathamunigal. .For,
is
well-known also as
(jrirQ^^^urQ^irL^^ who
RajeridracOla
IOI2 and he did not
Garigaikonda^ola, began to reign in A.D.
proceed on his northern expedition before the I2th year of his
had extended his conquest as far as the
reign. It was only after he
Ganges that he obtained the surname Garigaikondasola. If. the
newly raise deity went by the name of Ga%a4kondaso'J.apuram> this
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could .have been only after A.D. 1024. If it be a fact that Natharnunigal actually died in Gangaikondasolapuram, the event should
have occurred after A.D. 1024 at the earliest. Alavandar C^^
eujE&ir/r), the grandson of. Nathamunigal (^''"^G^ 630 * 6"")' 'is known to
have been born some time after the death of Nathamunigal he
must.then have been born after 1024. But Ramanuja, his disciple
and who was very much younger than he, is stated to have been
born in the year A.D. 1017. This leads us to the absurd conclusion
that the Acarya of Ramanuja was born after him. The name
GarigaikondasOlauuram led first my self and then, the writers on
;

Srivaisnava history who came after me, into awkward mistakes.
of the place where Natharnunigal died must have been
identified by later hagiologists with the then prominent city of
Gangaikondasolapuram. On the other hand if we assume that
Natharnunigal lived in the reign of Parantakacola I at Vlranarayanapuram and died before or in the reign of ParSntakachola
II, he must have lived for over 80 or 90 years.
If now we assume that Natharnunigal died in the middle of the
tenth century, the life of Alavandar must have begun at the same
period and extended into the* first half of the eleventh century.
Tradition gives astronomical data for the birth of Alavandar
which fix that event at A.D. 918. Similarly, his death is believed
to have taken place in 1038.
It is not impossible that a man lived
for I2O years, especially in those olden times when people were
much hardier than they are at the present time, but it appears to
be improbable in the case of Alavandar.
It is a fact that a person becomes prominent in the world only
after he attains a high position in society every action of his is
then watched and every word of his listened to with eagerness by
the multitude of his admirers, who begin to note carefully the
events in the subsequent life of their hero. They may thus manage
to get all the information of his later life though the earlier portion
may be lost in obscurity. This must be so especially in the case
of a Hindu sanyasin, who cannot be questioned about his purvasrama,
which he is supposed not to remember. For, his civil existence
ends when he assumes the garb of the sanyasin. If it is difficult
to obtain information of the early life of a sanyasin even in his
life-time, it must necessarily become much more so for a person
of a succeeding generation desirous Of compiling a biography
of a deceased worthy. The paucity of information regarding the
earlier portion of the life of Ramanuja had indeed confronted the
Srlvaisnava chroniclers, and it is here that the modern investigators also experience great difficulties. White we find the dates
for all important events in the later life of Ramanuja, we possess
no such definite data concerning his life before he left for the
Hoy sala kingdom. All that we are able to gather from the Guruparampar'ds is that his .father imparted to his son elementary

The name

;
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education and died when his son was still young.* The sisters of
Ramanuja, being already married, had joined their husbands.
Rsmanuja was not encumbered with any superfluity of worldly
goods and therefore had little difficulty in leaving his birthplace
and settling down at Kanci.
In India where the orthodox system of imparting religious
instruction ha d not in the least changed from ages long past, a fair
knowledge of grammar and logic (not to say a certain proficiency
_

-

in the Sanskrit language), was considered absolutely necessary for
beginning the study of philosophy. Such an initial study would
account for the life of a student up to at least the l6th year of age.
After receiving his elementary education from his father,
Ramanuja left his home, we will say at about the age of 1 6, to
prosecute his higher studies under the Vedantic teacher Yadavaprakasa who was then lecturing at Conjeeveram. He continued
under the tuition of Yadavaprakasa for some time before differences of opinion arose between the teacher and the pupil. The
events narrated in this period of RamSnuja's life require us to allot
about four years at least, for his discipleship under Yadavaprakasa.
Ramanuja must first have had a fair training in Vedanta. Then
alone he could possibly ha.y.e balanced in his mind the interpretations put on the texts by his preceptor with the conflicting ones that
suggested themselves to him. Then there came the pilgrimage to
Benares when all his disciples are said to have accompanied
Yadavaprakasa. It was in the middle of this pilgrimage that
Ramanuja left his preceptor and returned home to Kanci. It is
thus clear that the estimate of four years is very just and proper.
After thus breaking off from his preceptor, Ramanuja settled
down as a householder at Kanci with his mother and wife( J ) and

P'rom the mention of his mother and wife alone, we are led to infer that his
This inference receives ample corroboration from the statealive then.
ment of the G-uruparamparas that Rama: uja consulted his mother as to what he should
do for his further religious studies after disconnecting himself from Yadavaprakasa. Tt
is clear he would not have acted thus if his father were alive.
Again, the fact that he
unceremoniously established himself at Kanci in preference to his ancestral village Sriperumbudur surely warrants the .conclusion- that he had no proprietary interest in the
J

( )

father

latter.

was not

..<--.-
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continued his studies at home.

Ramanuja remained thus, till he
who wanted to make him his successor,
He left Kanci accompanied by Tiruvarangapperumalaraiyar who
had been sent by Alavandar, and reached Srtrarigam, as we have
already said, only to hear of the demise of him who would have
was- summoned by Alavandaf

been his teacher. When he went to Srlrarigam to visit Alavandar
he may have been 25 or 2/ years old. I may, in passing, again
refer to the fact that Ramanuja returned to Kanci immediately
and continued therefor about five years.
Ramanuja apparently took holy orders in his 30th or 32nd
year of age. For, immediately after this event, his nephew
Mudaliyandan (alias Dasarathi), and Kurattalvan (alias Srlvatsarika-misra) joined him to begin their study of the Vedanta.
Applying the same reasoning as in the case of Ramanuja, these
young men must then have been about 16 years of age. w
From this also we see that Ramanuja must have been more or
less about 32 years old at the time when these pupils joined him.
After taking holy orders, Ramanuja removed himself to Srlrangam, where he is reported to have effected many reforms in the
Ranganatha temple and created several offices for the better

management

of

its affairs.

It is

clear that, great as

Ramanuja was,

he could not have induced the hereditary managers of the temple
to relinquish all their rights in his favour all at once.
Hence we
fairly assume that it took him several years to introduce

may

the various reforms.

Having thus placed the affairs of the temple on a firm basis,
Ramanuja started on his extensive tours of pilgrimage. He had
another object in thus setting out, vis., that of collecting books and
materials for his great work, the Sri Bhasyam. The places actually
(*)

The

date of the birth of

Mudaliyandan

is

given in the following verse':

:

and the date of the birth of Kurattalvan,

in the following sloka

:

\\
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visited by him are enumerated in a foot note. (1) After finishing
his tours, he again settled down at Srtrangam for the purpose of
writing his chef d'oeuvre, the Sri Bhasyam, in which task Kurattaivan proved of immense help. Two-thirds of the work had been
finished when the .Cola persecution began and it was completed,
according to the Rdmanujarya divyacaritam, in 1077 Saka, A.D.
H55 (2). That 1077 is a mistake for 1047 Saka (= A.D. 1125)
will appear from the following facts. According to the chronogram Dharmonastah' Ramanuja died in 1059 Saka (A.D.
1137) and to say that the work was completed in 1077 Saka (A.D.
1155) is absurd. When the work had advanced about two-thirds
of its length, Ramanuja was obliged to seek refuge in the Hoysala
;

'

country from Cola persecution.
The date of the Cola persecution is indirectly obtained thus
Periyanambi accompanied Kurattalvan to the Cola court and there
his eyes and those of Kurattalvan were put out. The old Periyanambi, riot being able to bear the effects of the blinding, died on
his way home. This event is stated to have taken place in the
year Kalayukti.
:

iv., p.

216.

The year Kalayukti was one

falling within the- reign of
to have been the perseKulotturiga 1,
cutor of Ramanuja. In fact there occurs a Kalayukti year in this
reign which corresponds to A.D. 1078-79. Since the death of
Periyanambi occurred shortly after his visit to the Cola capital,
we may take A.D. 1078-79 to be the year when Ramanuja and
his followers were persecuted by the Cola king.

who, later on, will be shown

And it was only on hearing of the demise of his persecutor after
1039 Slaka (A.D. IH7), that he returned to Srlrarigam and was joined
by his pupil Kurattalvan. Then, according to the Ramanujarya
Divya Caritam, Ramanuja finished the Sri Bhashyam. Thus it is
extremely likely that the date of the completion of the work
was 1047 Saka (A.D. 1125). This conclusion receives ample
Tirukkovalur,
Tirupati,
Tirupputkuli, Kumbhakonam, Alagarkeil,
Ajvar-Tirunagari, Tirukkurufigudi, TiruvanpariSaram, Tiruvattar, TiruTirunlrmalai
Madhurantakam, Tifuvayindirapuratn.
vaaandapuram, Tiruvallikkeni
Ramanuja is also reported to have visited all the TiruJ>J>adi's of Northern India also.
(*)

Kanci,

Tiruppullani

,

,

,

Ramanujarya-Divyacaritai, p. 243.
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orroboration from an unexpected quarter. In the
called the Chalari-Smriti there occurs this Sloka

Madhva work

'

1'

iw
according to which Ramanuja's system in 1049 Saka (A.D. 1 12/)
was already an established fact, recognized as giving rise to a new
school of philosophy. Therefore 1047 Saka (A-D. 1125) is the
proper and correct date.
In IO2I Saka (A.D. 1099) Bahudhanya, Ramanuja was already
at Tondanur/1 ) For, in this year he had completed the construction, with the help of Visnuvardhana of the Tirunarayanapperumal
temple at Melukote. This fact shows the great influence
Ramanuja must have exerted in his new surroundings. Escaping
the Cola persecution, he settled at Tondanur and not long after,
was able to effect the conversion of no less a person than the Jaina
king of the Hoysala country, Bittideva, whom he re-named
With the help of his royal
Vishnuvardhanadeva (or-raya).
convert he constructed a large lake near Tondanur and called it
Tirumalai-Sagara. (2)
The conversion of the Hoysala king must therefore have taken
place sometime before 1021 Saka (A.D. 1099). Mr- Rice asserts
that it must have been effected in A.D. Ill/ (i.e., 1039 Saka). (3> He
seems to proceed upon a record of the Belur temple which is a
genuine Vaisnava one. Possibly also the following passage from
the Sthalapurana of Sravana Belgola induced him to confirm his
a
( ) The Guruparanijpara-flrabhavam and the Ramanujarya Divya. Caritam and all
other Tengalai versions of the story have 1012 Saka, coupled with Bahudhanya. Bahudhanya tallies with 1021 Saka, and not with 1012 Saka. The Vadagalai Sampradayam
gives the date correctly the astronomical details do not work up correctly.
2
( ) This beautiful lake was named Moti-talab (lake of pearls) for its clearness of
The
water, by Nazir-jung, son of the Subadar of Deccan, who visited it in A.D. 1746.
Yadavanadi feeds the tank.
3
( ) In the Mysore Gazetteer, Volume I, says Mr. Rice
:

:

" The step (conversion

to

Vaisyavaism of Bitideva) accompanied by a change
of his name to Visnuvardhana, by which he is principally known, was probably taken
in about A.D. 1x17."
Some of the inscriptions of Bittideva dated before Saka 1039 (A.D. 1117), call him
Vishnu vardhana. Compare Epigraphia Carnatica.
No. 6, Yadatore (Saka 1038)
No. 83, Chamarajanagara (Saka 1039).
No. 34, Arsikeer (Saka 1023}.
:

No.
No.
No.

Hussan (Saka 1035?).
89, Shimoga (Calukya Vikrama era 35 1034-5 Saka).
164, Kadur (Chapter 25, 1024-5 Saka).
In this, he is simply called Bittideva.
149,

.

.

;
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The Sthalapurana says, "In aka year 1639,
mukhi, Bettavardhana, under, the taunts of his favourite concubine
and the arguments of Ramanujacarya, received 'Taptamudra'
(mark of religion) and thus became a convert to the Vaisnava
religion. He then changed his name to Visnuvardhana, and
with a bitter hatred against this (Jaina) religion, discontinued or
abolished all the inams, destroyed 790 Basti temples, and set' up
Paiica Narayanas, viz., Chennige-Narayana at Belura, KirtiNarayana at Talakadu, Q) "Vijaya-Narayana at Gadugu, and
coil elusion..

Lakshmi Narayana

at Haradanahalli, transferring to these all the

inams that had formerly been given to the Basti
temples. He built the tank at Tondamiru (Tondanuru?) from the
stones of the destroyed Basti temples and called it Tirumalasagara. Having abolished different kinds of Jaina inams, he
established below this tank Tirumalasagara-cattra for the feeding
of the Ramanuja Kuta. He gave the name of Melukote and
Tirunarayanapuram to the village of Doddaguruganahalli, constructed several temples and places and caused steps to be erected
"
It carries the story to the reign of
to the hill of Melukote^ 2
Krishnaraja Odayar and mentions the Mahabhiseka performed by
him to the colossal image of Gommatesyara. This shows that it
was compiled very recently from available information of a
hearsay nature and hence is quite unfit for historical purposes.
Therefore the inference of Mr. Rice is untenable and it must be
presumed that Ramanuja effected the royal "conversion sometime
svastiyas or

,

:

r

-*

before

1 021

Saka (A.D;

1099).

After building the Tirunarayana temple on the

Yadavadri

(Melukote), Ramanuja lived in this new village for a period of
nearly 12 years. (3) At the end of this period Ramanuja sent his
At least as regards Talakad there
(*) There seems to be some truth in this statement.
no doubt. I have myself seen a Jaina idol (perhaps the original occupant of the
The niches in the
temple), be-nawameaf and oiled, in the J>rakara of the temple.
Vimana are extended with brick in chunam to accommodate Brahman Gods covering

is

up the old Jaina images already set up
a
Vol. II, May 1873.
( ) Ind.Ant.,

in them.

The Sri Vaisnavas asseri that his whole stay in the West was only for 12 years.
wrong. For, if they believe that he was in Tondanur in 1021 Saka and returned
to Srirangam after the setting up of the PaSca-Narayanas of which one took place in
1039 Saka according to the Belur inscription, he mast have lived in Tondanur and
Melukote for not less than 20 years. This long stay in these parts left its powerful
influence and we see as an effect thereof, a number of Visnu temples springing up.
One was built in Tondanur itself in the reign of Narasimha (son of Vishnuvardhana).
In the year to8o Saka (A.D. 1158) here Mr. Rice's reading Saka 1030 is wrong as
Vishnuvardhana was still reigning then a Sarvadhikari Seanpati Karikkudi TillaikKuttandi-dandanayakan, son of Ulagamundan, constructed in the middle of YadavaNarayana-Chaturvedi-mangalam (Tondanur itself), the temple of Karikkudi-Tillaikkutta-Vinnagaram and set up Vlr-rirunda Perumal, Lakshmi and Bhumi and made
The ^kin
grants to the temple. It is at present known as Krishna deva's temple.
himself made some grants of land in Saka 1082 (here "Mr. Rice's 'reading is 1062 Saka)
(3)

It is

.

for the

same temple

for

some

offerings.

3?
to Belur, the then Hoysaja capital- (perhaps
at the request of the King) to set up the Pancha Narayanas. (1) At
Belur, Vijaya-Narayana's image was set up in 1039 Saka (A.D.
III/X The passage referring to this event in the rather long
and beautiful Sasana of Belur runs as follows

nephew:Mudaliyandan

:

*

*

*

*

"

Param-Brahrria-svarupanum Bnipa Sriniad-Vijaya-Naradevaram Srimad-Vishnuvarddhana-Poysala-Devar ssadbhaktiyim su-pratishthitam-madi Saka Varsha Sasira da-muvatHemalambi-Samvatsarada
Chaitra-Suddhatombhatteneya
Panchami-Adi-vara Srl-Vijaya-Narayana-Devara
Sfi-Chennakesava-Devara
Srl-Lakshmi-Narayana-Dgvara nitya-naimittika
brahrnanara
divyarigabhoga tri-kala-nivedya Sri-Vaishnavara
mantra-gltapatra-paguda samasta-uligada Jlvita-varggakkavagi
samasta-kirukula-devi-devana
Kanike sahita
sarvvanamasya

yana

"

Sri-padadalli dhara-purvvakam madida vritti, etc., etc. (2)
In IQII-I2, Rao Bahadur Mr. R. Narasimhacharya discovered at
Talakad an inscription on the base of the temple of Kirtinarayana,
one of the five Narayana images set up by Mudaliyandan at the
instance of Vishnuvardhana, which reads -thus
:

Q^eu/r
e8<prr [_s*~] jsgis jsrr&r

The

installation of Kirtinarayana image took place nearly three
earlier than that of Vijayanarayana at Belur.
The above records give us the dates of Mudaliyandan's visit to
Belur and Talakad. Even then Ramanuja continued to live at
Melukote and had not returned to Srirangam.
About this time, news was brought to Ramanuja by MaronrillaMaruti-Siriyandan (one of his disciples) of the death of the
persecuting Cola king at Garigaikonda-Colapuram. The only
Cola king who is known to have died about 1039 Saka (A.D. Ill/)
is Rajakesarivarman Kulottunga I.
Hence, Kulottunga I has to be

months

Ramanujarya-Divya Caritam, page 218

(>)

Ep. Cam., Hassan-BeluiVrNo. .71, page 137.

identified With the persecutor of Ramanuja ; he was known to
Sri Vaisnavas as Krmikaritha Chola, Karikala, etc. That this
identification is conclusive is borne out by the fact that
"
Ramanuja had heard, in 1009 Saka (A.D. 1087) that Senni Kulot"
turiga
(Ramanujarya Divya Caritam, page 236) (l) had destroyed
the Visnu temple at Citrakutam (Chidambaram). That Kulottunga
was otherwise known by the name of Karikala is testified by
the Kalingattupparani. The stanza which calls him by that name

runs thus

:

Lj<s8eB)iu

In some of his inscriptions, Visnuvardhana. refers to his Cola
adversary by the name of Rajendrachola. (2) This, we have
already noted, was the earlier name of Kulottunga I.
In the Kolattur plates published in Ep. Cam., Mysore, Vol. I,
No. 94, Tirumukudlu-Narasipur Taluk, Rajendra Cola (KulOt-

tunga's original name) is called .also Karikala.
Those scholars who have written before me on Ramanuja
uniformly failed to identify the Cola persecutor of the Vaisnava
teacher. I trust the reasons mentioned by me make the identification fairly conclusive.
There now arises a difficulty, though only an apparent one, if
we should accept the foregoing conclusion. It is this. Epigraphy
has never given us any cause to suppose that Kulottunga I had
any fanatic Saiva tendencies or that he ever made himself a
persecuting or an unpopular monarch. On the other hand he is
characterised as a very tolerant man making grants to Saiva,
Vaisnava and Jaina temples alike, trying always to win the goodwill of the people by encouraging arts and literature, endowing
many villages with well-built temples, to many of which he lent
his name; in fact he was, the type of a good monarch. How then
could such a person be accused of having been the persecutor of
Ramanuja? Such a persecution would have been a serious

2

( )

No.

58, Belur,

No.

147, Belur.

Ele kaveriya vari kude polas adattendu pcvaisutam
Keladol kupa-jalasiy appinegam a-Rajendracholam bhuja
Baladim Vishnu tad'lyaseneya petiarigal tan-nadi-puradol
Kalasal Vikrama-keliyam meradan atyugra-prata-podayam.

Cam., Hassan

District.

political blunder, seeing especially that he was only an usurper
of the Cola throne
it
would have stirred to a rebellion the
:

multitudinous followers of Ramanuja. This is certainly a weighty
question and I shall now try to give an explanation.
In the traditional account it is stated that the king summoned

Ramanuja

to his court to discuss religious matters. Apprehending
Cola king, Kurattalvan, the
foremost and roost loyal follower of Ramanuja, put on the
Sanyasin's garb and impersonated his teacher in the king's
presence. Of course the king mistook him for the real Vaisnava
reformer. On being questioned if he had any objections to
subscribe to the faith that "There was none superior to Siva," he
replied impertinently that Drdna was bigger than Siva, playing

danger to his master from the

upon the words Siva and Drdna* two measures, of which the Drdna
was the bigger. This reply was quite unsuited*to the time and
place and the joke which might have elsewhere elicited a mere
laugh stirred up the wrath of the king, who ordered that the
eyes of the impertinent man should be put out forthwith. The
order was of course readily executed. Ever since this incident,
the Cola king hated Ramanuja worse than ever, being apparently
under the mistaken belief that the impertinent disciple was
the real Ramanuja.
That the king hated only Ramanuja and not SrI-Vaishaavaism
in general, is amply proved by the statements in the Guruparampard, that many of its votaries were living in the capital of the
Cola king unmolested. In many inscriptions found in Vaisnava
temples such as the one at Mannargudi (which by the way is there
known as Kulottunga-Cola-Vinnagaram), Srlrangam, Tiruvendipuram, etc., he -figures prominently as a donor to these temples.
Hence we may be sure that the hatred of the king was personal
and not sectarian.
That this king destroyed the Visnu temple at Chidambaram
is not a matter for surprise.
Most probably, like the modern
NattukkSttai Chetties, he desired to have the Saiva and Vaisnava
temples located in separate compounds. And this act would
not prove him to have been actuated by any hatred towards
still

Vaisnavaism.
But that the king was a Saiva by faith is abundantly proved
by various facts. Prominent among them is that one of his
surnames was "Tirunirruc-colan." He covered the shrine at
Chidambaram called the " Perambalam " with gold. He induced
"
"
Sekkilar to write the Periyapuranam and made, under the name
of Anapaya-Cola, extensive grants to the images of Tirujnanasambandha, Vaglsa and Sundaramurti in the Tiruvarur temple.
*

/

*

4
I have digressed rather far in the matter, of the identification
of Krimikantha-Chola with Kulottunga I and let me now resume
the history of Ramanuja. Hearing of the death of Kulotturiga I

Garigaikondacolapuram, Ramanuja prepared to start for
Srirangam. Before doing so, he placed the affairs of the temple at
Tirunarayanapuram on a firm basis, and visited the temple at
Tirupati where he permanently decided, in favour of the Vaisnavas,
the dispute between the Saivas and the Vaisnavas concerning
the Saiva or Vaisnaya nature of the local deity. He returned to
Srirangam eleven years before his death, according to a stanza of
the Rdmdnujdrya Divya Caritam, which runs thus
at

:

.

Lj$@!iEt;5)jrrr<oGBru)-i5irEJttr

Qesreesressflevireueifr

uq^L-ean

LOJTIS/S

p&Qjriij jil u

mSeaujrLniasr Ljir^ih uesaFljs^sts/

(&)<5<5)fDj5Jj;l(Tr)jBrr<&[r.

Ramanujarya-Divya Caritam, page 227.
same work goes on to say that, just after his return to
Srirangam, Ramanuja finished the remaining third of his Bhasyam.
This must evidently have been after 1039 Saka (ill/ A.D.) and
before 1059 Saka (A.D. 1137). Hence the conclusion we have
stated above regarding the completion of the work in 1047 Saka

Then

the

seems to be

correct.

closing period of Ramanuja's life was one of otium cum
All his troubles were at an end. The new Csla king
dignitate.
was his patron (so the Vaisnava accounts say and the inscriptions
warrant us in believing the statement). Thus Ramanuja enjoyed
his well-earned repose for nearly IO years before he died in 1059
Saka (A.D. H37)- He had nominated Parasara-bhatta, son of
Kurattalvan as his successor, long before he died.

The

The

chief event in the life of Bhattar

is

the conversion of a

famous Vedantin named Madhava, a native of some place in
Mysore, who took holy orders under the name of NanjTyar. He
quickly mastered the Dravida Vedas (the Ndlayira-prabandham) and
wrote a commentary on the Tiruvdymott. There is a belief among
the SrTvaisnavas that Bhattar died very early. Relying on this,
"
"
says that he died in
Anna-apparigar in his Palanadai-Vilakkam
his 28th year (pages 4, 5). Bhattar, we know, was born before the
Cola persecution which took place in A.D. 1078 and Ramanuja died
in A.D. II37- Bhattar succeeded Ramanuja and continued to live
some time. .It might be that he lived for 28 years after Ramanuja,
which the orthodox people assume to be the whole age of Bhattar.
Even assuming that Bhattar was born in the very year in which his
father lost his eyes, Bhattar was at least 60 years old when he
died, If he lived for another 28 years after Ramanuja, he must have
been more than 88 years at the .time of his death. His death may
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have taken place
tifical seat..

in

Nan jlyar succeeded him in the ponturn by Nambur Varadarajar,

A.D. 1165.

He was succeeded in his

under the name of Nambillai
"
Lpkacarya".

;

subsequently he received the

title of

About 1175 S. (A.D. 1253), i.e., about the time of Nambillai, a
memorable event took place in the history of the Srirarigam temple.
Jatavarman Sundara Pandya, who was then rising in power in the
Pandya kingdom and was making extensive conquests in the North
(Cuttack, etc.), covered the central shrine of Srirangam with gold,
and made a large number of other substantial gifts. He would also
appear to have presented the temple several times with large quanof gold according to the royal custom of a king presenting his
own weight in gold.*
Lokacarya was succeded by Pillailskacharya, who was a contemporary of the illustrious Yedanta-DSsika and Srutaprakasikacarya. The most important event of this period was the invasion
tities

by the Muhammadans. The story of their destructive
recorded in a very pathetic way in the Srivaisnava
chronicles. The peaceful Brahmanas of Srirangam had taken out
their God Ranganatha in a procession. ..and had set him up in a
Mandapa near th e Coleroon, where Pilla[ilokacharya lectured on the
Visishtadvaita philosophy. The shades of evening had already
begun to fall when they heard that the Mussulman cavalry was
advancing. .Several of the assembled people began to flee panic
stricken, for their dear lives. Old Srutaprakasikacarya entrusted his
"
Srutaprakasika" and his two little sons to the charge of VedantaDesika, enjoining upon him to save them from the expected general
destruction. The old and the infirm, the devout and the brave were
the only ones to stop where they were- The ruthless horde came on
and entered the assembly and cut off all of them. Then the Mussalmans proceeded to the town, which offered some resistance before
yielding to the barbarians. No sooner had the town yielded than
the invaders most mercilessly hacked I2,OOO men, women and
children to pieces and occupied Srirangam. The poor Srivaisnavas
that escaped this general slaughter, settled down in the adjacent
villages and remained watching the havocs of these modern Vandals.
Happily for the Srivaisnavas and for Srirangam, the Vijayanagara Kingdom had just then begun to acquire military power.
governor was appointed, at Sen ji (Gingi) by Kampanna Udaiyarf
He was a Brahman of Srlvaisthis officer was called Gopanarya.
nava persuasion. To him the miserable remnants of the Srivaisnavas appealed for help, to which he readily responded. The
Mussulmans were then completely driven out from the South by
of the south

march

.,

is

A

Kampanna and Gopanarya.
* Ep.
t See

Ittd.,

my

Volume

ITI,

page

Introduction to the

7.
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The poor image of Rahgariatha of Srlrangam had meanwhile
very strange vicissitudes. It was carried first to Tirupati where it
remained for ?ome years and from there removed to Singavarairi
(near Senjij by Gopanarya, where it remained for nearly three
Pyentually after the expulsion of the Mussalmans from
3^ears.
Sfirangam it was reinstalled in the year 1293 S. (A.D. 137 1)
by Gopanarya. For this memorable service* Vedanta Desika
immortalised him by singing two fine Slokas in his praise, which
are engraved on the East wall of the first prakdra of the Ranganatha
temple

t.

In this eventful year (1293 S.) was born the great Tengalai leader
Manavalamamunigal. To the current of opinion which was already
steadily flowing, saturated with the teachings of Vedantah-Desika,
he gave a new turn. It was also in his day that the seeds of
dissension between the two rival sects of Vaisnavism were sown.
Mahavali VanaManavalamanunigal lived to the age of 73 years.
darayan is claimed to have been one of his contemporaries. That
there was a family of Mavalivanadarayars in the Madura District in
the I5th century Saka, is undisputed % and we do not hear about this
family of chiefs before this period in the southern districts.
At the beginning of the lecture, I stated that caste distinction, in
the matter of accepting one as a guru, was done away with by
Ramanuja. There are several instances in the history of the Srivaisnavas where men of castes other than the Brahmana were

A

*J

r

* Doddacharya in
thus

his.

%

Vedanta-Desika

Vaibhavafirakasika records this

event

:

T^rf^t

RT^

11

Vedanta-Desika Yaibbavaprakaiika.

Vaibhavafrakasika, pages 121 $ Yatindrapravanam, pages 26.
of the " Vaibkavafrakasika " asserts that VedantaDesika was born in 1911 S (A.D. 1269) and lived to write the praises of Gopanarya,
who reinstated the Ranganatha image at Sriraftgam in 1293 S., i.e., A.D. 1371. This
would assign to him an age of over 102 years. The same authority also asserts that he
died in S. 1293. These statements require more minute examination. As regards the
date of Gopanarya's inscription there is absolutely no doubt. It has been edited in
quite a masterly way by Dr. Hultzsch in Ep. Jnd., Volume VI, pages 322-330.
Koiylalugtt

;

The Manipravala commentary

Nos. 585 and 587 of 1902 are dated 1452 and
J Epigraphist's An. Rep. for 1902.
1454 Saka respectively in the reign of Sundarattoludaiya Mavalivanadarayar. These
were found in the Siva temple at Kalaiyarkoyil in the Sivaganga Zamindari. Three other
inscriptions belonging to Tiruppullani are dated in 1440, 1455 and 1456 Saka respectively.
An. Rep., 1904.
See Vol. I, Trav. 4rcfr, Series.
.
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acknowledged by those latter as their gurus.* .Ramanuja himself
treated Tirukkacacinambi, a sudra disciple of Ala van dar, as his
teacher. Ramanuja used to go to bathe in the Kriyerl supporting
himself on the arms of a Brahman disciple of his, but on his return
from the river he,invariably took. for his support Pillai Urangayallidesar, a sudra. Maraneri Nambi, one of the disciples of Alavandar,
is said to have belonged to the Pancama caste. ; so was, Vilanjolai
Pillai, a disciple of Pillai Lokacharya.
In his largeness of heart for his suffering humanity, Ramanuja
was second only to Buddha. When his guru Tirukkottiyur Nambi
enjoined upon him to keep secret certain, rahasyarthas taught by
him, he broke the commands of his guru in this respect and taught
the secret doctrines freely to all and when questioned by his master,
he stated that by breaking his promise to his acarya he might
go to hell, but that all the souls that learnt the rahasya would
attain heaven. In consideration of the redemption of so many
-

.

;

he was prepared to sacrifice his single soul.
believed by some people that Ramanuja admitted among
the Brahmanas a large number of people of other castes. He never
did any such thing. It is calumnious to attribute such an absurd
act to this great dchdrya and such belief" argues ignorance on the
part of the believers even of the rudiments' of Srivaisnavaism.
souls,

It is
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2,300

"Total length of his life 4,700 years.
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The Divyasuricaritram states that, Nathamuni seeing Nammalvar being in a deep trance (-f^rr^l), did not want to disturb him.
He asked Madhurakavi to instruct him how to awake Nammaivar.
He tells him to repeat a certain verse several times. Pleased with
him Nammalvargave him his own works only.
Nathamuni is said to have died in Gangaikondasolapuram.
Alavandar his grandson was not yet born when Nathamunigal
-

died.

'

14.
15.
16.
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Ramanuja)
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Death of Ramanuja
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S. 1659.

Bhattar's contemporary is said to be TribhuvanavlradevarSya

(KulOttunga HI ?).
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Udayavar is said to have lived for sixty years before he was
persecuted by the Cola king (?).
Discovering the image of TirunarayanapperumaJ.
&&rrLJpii>

iSsorjgp/

QjrreirrruBjr-5(a)<5irq2ug3[<sGr

read thus)
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Ramanuja is stated to have
Death of Periyanambi

lived in MelukOte for twelve years.

:

\

\

u

Mudaliyandan
Hysalers) to

sent to

is

setup

five

Velur (Belur, the

Capital of the

Narayana images

&<3,tru^LC>iru$jr<5s>3U)LJ /

in five different places.
Q&rresru/i

Qssnssaressfie^fr
giuSltsauJTLDGttr utr/SLh

Senni KulQttunga throws in the sea the image of Vishnu from
the temple at ^^LhunLb in S.I 009.
The Srlbhasya is said to have been finished in S. 1077 (a mistake, as I take it, for S. 1047).
Six months after the death of &t-rr<s&rri<5urrsr, Qf>/56S)uj/r<sarL-ir6sr
also dies.
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289th year

Tirunarayanapperumal image discovered

:

^<5//r<s^,m

1021

Ramahuja lived for 1 20 years.
Birth of Q iJ<5rr !5f5 QjgSl&ri- =sa5? 4370-<s@
l

/

Desika said to be the contemporary of Vidyaranya, Akshobhya
Tirtha, "a younger contemporary of sudarsaria bhattar, Krsnamisra (author of Prdbddjiacandrodayam}, Dindima-kavi, PillailoIcacharya, and Sarvajiia-Singa Nayaka.
*
- Birth of
Nayinaracarya, son of Desika fB<sn
:(

:

Invasion of the South by the Musalmans.
Reinstating the image of Ranganatha in Srlrangam.
^Setting up anew the image of Visnu in the temple at Cidambaram (the original being thrown long ago by Kulottunga in the
sea) by the help of Goppanarya.
Desika lived for TOO years and died in Q<f<sm-Siu(^0 & a- fr^^i etas uS*.
Nayinaracarya was the contemporary of LDssway/rsyrLc/r^ssfi.
Death of Nayinaracarya ^UJ(^D u/Ey@ss9 uS^ Q^&^essr <stvu&u9.
,

:

;

IX-

Birth of Nathamunigal Kali 3924.
Invasion of the Musalmaris as far as _Gonjeeveram.
np^g) prrp>ugG)&rrsrugi<s5<5)Q>i&<3a, ^ytl^uj o^sig..^. (This must
be read as SfiuS-v&gP ()<>%> JP jBirjbu&Q&ir&tnjgp&fgi.QLDeu') ....... .
Reinstating the image of Ranganatha in Srlrangam by Goppa1

narya

'

5*

Boundary betweefi SrTmrigam'ati^-JairSbtiKl^varam marked
'S.

__

1297, per, uisifgeBRuSr.

Uttamanambi
Harihara

(II)

.....

-

-'-..

.....

Ranganatha a number of

gets for

from

.

.-

in

.

villages from

S. 1304; Rudhirod"gari to Isvafa (15 years.)

obtained several'villages to Ranganatha and titles to himself and his brother in
1343, tjeu/. .He
was contemporary of Gajavettai-Pratapa DeVaraya (II ?).
l's
assumption of the SanySsarama 8.1347,
.-

:

(Other dates are more useful for political rather than religious
history.
.

X-

<

The years of the Yugas for alvars, same as in the
of Trtlya Brahmatantra Svatantra SvSmi.
Birth of <srr^Qf>s^(^QF fB3^^jrLh'] Kali 3684, SGbhakrt,
>

Birth of 2-uJ(uQ<s/7-<sOTTL_/r/f Kali 3927, Parabhava,
Krttika naksatram.
Kali 3932, VirOdhikrt,
Birth of Manakkalnambi
:

:

Makham.

MasI,

.-..'

_

Birth of Alavandar Kali 4017, DhatQ, Adi, Uttiradam.
Birth of Periyanambi Kali 4038, Hemalambi, Margali, Kettai.
Birth of Ramanuja Kali 4118, Pingala, Cittirai> Tiruvadirai.
Birth of Govindabhatta Kali 4126, Krodhana, Tai, Punarvasu.
Birth of Bhattar Kali 4163, Subhakrt, Vaigasi, Anuradha.
Birth of Kidambi Accan Kali 4158, Hemalambi, Cittirai,
:

:

:

:

:

:

Hasta.
Birth of

Aippasi,
Birth
Rohini.
Birth
Birth
Birth
Aippasi,

Kidambi Ramanuja-ppillan

:

Kali 4209, Sarvadhari,

.--

Puradam.
of

Kidambi Rangaraya

:

Kali 4264, Svabhanu. Panguni,

...'..'

of Nambillai Kali 4030, Prabhaya, Karttigai, Krttika.
of ui&Q5<& iSl&r'Qsfr Kali 4328, Sarvajit, Ani, Svati.
of $Q5&<Q5n&u t3linr<ssr zJeyrsrr/rssr: Kali 4169, Plavanga,
:

:

Puradam.

-_

Birth of Engalaivan Kali 4208, Vyaya, Ani, Svat-j.
Kali 4267^ Parthiva, Cittirai, CitBirth of Nadadur-ammal
:

:

tirai.

,

Birth of Vedantadesika

:

Kali 4370, Vibhava, Purattasi, Tiru-

vonam.
Birth of Nainaracarya
;;.

8

/-

:

;

:

-.

Kali,".....;..,
.., ;:.-=

.,.,

Svabhanu, Purattasi, Ket:-,.- .-..^

-:

.

,

,

,

;

;

'

BRAPANNAMRITAM,
Birth of

Ramanuja

:

u

Discovering the image of Tirunarayanapperumal

:

u

vv

Death of Ramanuja

:

5 ^^n" T^^TRR

u

4

I

:

Birth of the MudalalvSrs

u

:

Poygai.

I

IJ

era:

.

.

I

H

u

Bhutam

(Peyalvar).

Tirumali^ai:

u

5?
Kula^ekhara

:

-

Tf IcTT
PeriyalvSr

:

sffar^f

^
i

.;.'.,

r%

it

Andal:

551^
Tondaradippodi

T^

^.

II

:

TiruppanalvEr

n

Tirumangai:

Nammalvar:

\\

a

Madhurakavi

:

54

Nathamuni

:

i

*

H

"

Death, of Nathamuni;:

u
Birth of Kurugaikavalappan (disciple of Nathamuni)

Birth of

UyyakkOndar (another

%WTS ^rmqf
^.
Birth of

Manakkainambi

of his disciples);

T^
:

\

ii

Birth of Alavandar

:

.

:

U

u
1.

.

55

ii

Death of Ramanuja

:

Birth of Pillailskacharya

:

:

22nd March 1918.

T. A.
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GOPINATHA RAO.
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NOTES,

'
:

.

.'

'

',

\

;

'."r;

:

The Di-vyasuricaritdm and the Guruparampard of PinpalagiyaperumaJ Jiyar are the earliest accounts of the Alvars and acaryas.
The latter quotes freely the former and is therefore much, later
than that work. The author of the Divyasuricaritam stops with
the life of Ra.ma.nuja, at the end of which he states that Ramanuja
was not yet dead consequently we may take it that the author was
contemporary with Ramanuja. It must be noted that neither the
Divyasuricaritam nor the Guruparampara of Pinpalagiyaperumal
Jiyar quote any Kali or Saka years for the Alvars and acaryas,
'-

;

except in the case of Nammalvar.
read in the Divyasuricaritam.

In the

case of

= Kali 43rd day which

is

Nammalvar we
repeated by the

Guruparampara.
The Guruparampara gives Nala (the cyclic year)

for

Tiruman-

gaiyalvar.

The Divyasuricaritam states that when Nathamuni went to
Alvar-Tirunagari for obtaining the works of the Alvars, Nammalvar and Madhurakavi were alive, but the latter was in deep Samadhi.
By Madhurakavi's advice he repeated ssssresafl^jessr St^i/s
&ITLDLJ several thousand times which pleased Nammalvar who woke
up from his trance and gave himself to Nathamuni his own works
only.

.

The Guraparampara, on

the other hand, states that the person
met by Nathamuni at Tirunagari was Parankusadasa, a disciple of
Madhurakavi and that Nammalvar gave him the works of all the
alvars in a dream.
Dating facts in the Kali and Saka eras comes into vogue after
the time of Manavalatnamunigal. Pillailokan Jiyar uses these
eras in his Rdmdnujdrya divyacaritam and Yatnidrapravana par-

bhdvam.

The dating in the kali era is found in the TritTya Brahmatantrasvatantra Jiyar's Guruparampara with a fullness which is disgusting
to me. He gives every astronomical details of the dates of the earlier
persons, the alvars, but is unable to give for those who were near
him in point of time. Here, the author has calculated backwards
these so-called dates.
This Guruparampara gives Saka IO2I as the date of the finding
out of the image of Tirunarayana by Ramanuja at Melukote, which
appears more correct than Saka 1012 given by the Guruparampara
of Pinpalagiyaperumal Jiyar.
The dates of the koyilolugu may perhaps be depended upon, but
for the errors introduced by the scribes.
Sannidhi Guruparampara only repeats the version of the Tritlya
Brahmatantrasvatantra Jiyar's Guruparampara and is a very
recent production.

The Prapanndmritam is a literal translation in Sanskrit of
Pinpalagiyaperumal JiySr's Guruparampara.
The Periya-tirumudiyadaivu is earlier than the Prapannamritam.

The only authoritative .works therefore are the Divyasflricaritam and the Guruparampara of Pinpalagiyaperumal Jiyar which
were

written

almost contemporaneously

with events narrated

in them.

T. A.

GOPINATHA RAO.

Remarks by
kannu

Chairman; Diwccn Bahadur L. D. SwamiPtllai, M;X., B.L. (Madras), LL.B. (Lond.),
the

I.S.O., Collector >of

Netlore*
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GENTLEMEN,.;

We

1

';.'

..

.

'

'""

'

'

''":''""."'

have listened to a most interesting series of lectures byMr. Gopinatha Rao on, the early history of Vaisnavaism in
Southern India. It.is not. for me to express the thanks of the public
for the most valuable work that he has done in throwing the light
of historical criticism upon the more or less florid and highly
coloured accounts handed down to us regarding the lives of the
ALVARS AND ACARYAS. If I may subjoin any remarks of mine
on the present occasion, it will be for the purpose of illustrating a peculiar trait of these legends namely, their simultaneous
use and abuse of chronology. However late we may place the
date of composition of these legends or of such of them as contain
chronological matter, they stand among the earliest historical compositions to be found in this country. It is a notorious fact that the
literary genius of ancient India, which was phenomenally pregnant
with activity in all other .directions, was up to within times comparatively recent, a. stranger to the conception of history properly
so called. The very exuberance of the Indian imagination
appears to have revolted against the production of history of which
ancient Indians must have been aware from contemporary examples
in Greece,
Italy,
Egypt and China. Chronology again is
generally closely connected with political history, and until India
began to have a continuous political history, that is until the
Moghul times, there was little inducement for any one to write the
history of political events. The ancient Hindu religion again was
not one dependent upon single founders or preachers whose name
and fame it was necessary to hand down to posterity and hence
the absence of such histories as centred round the early propagation of Buddhism, Christianity and Muhammadanism.
When religious founders began to assert their individual
tenets in India, we have the first attempts at history and the
Vaisnavite legends are among these. Judging from the abundance
of chronological details to be found in these legends, I thought at
and it seemed to me that
first that I would try my hand at them
I succeeded in weaving something like a continuous chain of
biographies out of the dates of Alwars found in these books. The
chain seemed to work all right from about the beginning of the 8th
century A.D. till late into the I4th and 1 5th centuries and the
fact that week-days did not begin to be currently used in Southern
India till the beginning of the 8th century A.D. seemed to lend
colour to the chronological consistency of this chain. It is a
fact that where five chronological elements are to be found in an
;

VARA, THE TITHI, THE NAKSATRA,
THE SOLAR MONTH AND THE _DAY OF SOLAR MONTH,

Indian date, namely, the

as is the case with several of these AlvSr dates, the exact A.D.
year and English equivalent dates can be found by computation.
If to
these details are added the cyclic year PRABHAVA,
VlBHAVA, etc., computation becomes easy as well as fairly certain.
With these elements before me, I decided to discard the highly
imaginative and improbable citations of the KALI YL GA ERA,
which in fact is never found cited in Indian inscriptions of the /th
n

and 8th centuries A.D. The_result, which is expounded in my
"
"
seemed to agree generally
pamphlet called Dates of Alva'rs
with the investigations of historical critics and I thought that if
they differed by a few decades from my dates, the error was more
probably theirs than mine. That was the first time and as I explained in the pamphlet, my arrangement was purely calendrical
and not biographical. Mr. Gopinatha Rao to whose lectures I have
.

listened with very great interest has, 1 am afraid, upset the basis
of my structure. He has shown that a good many of these birthdates are improbable arid unacceptable. Now, any date in Indian
Chronology is father difficult to secure but if it turns out to be bad,
there is no help for it ; and the consequences of the condemnation
of a whole series of dates of this kind must make the chronologist
revise the hypothesis on which they are based. An Indian date,
except in regard to the week-day element (which is planetary
without being astronomical), expresses certain easily verifiable
astronomical facts and the addition of a week-day makes these
facts as useful for purposes of history as if a definite B.C. or A.D.
person writing within
year, month and day had been quoted.
the last 1,500 years, could have extracted these facts, or most of
them from a Pancdnga current in his day' for Pancarigas have
been current in India for at least 1,500 years but if the facts
related to a time beyond the reach of PANCANGAS current in
his day he would have had to calculate them retrospectively.
Such retrospective calculation has been done perhaps half a dozen
times for determining the dates of events of first-class importance,
YUGA, the date of
e.g.,' the astronomical beginning of KALI
Buddha's NIRVANA, possibly the date of the birth of RAMA, the
date of S ANKARA and perhaps two or three other dates. Ordinarily this process was beyond the competency of ordinary writers
and they therefore preferred in such cases to take all the details
from a current PANCANGA and to assume that these details
would have been true of a time in the remote past about which
they were writing. To discover the time of which the details
would be astronomically true would, in this latter case, be useful
only for the purpose of ascertaining when the details were
adopted but not what was the time to which the details were meant

A

to

be applied.

If the details found in theiJ legends of .the Alvars are hot true
of the actual times of the Alvars, itjfollows, -that they were true
for the time when the histories of the Alvafs began to be composed;
Mr. Gopinatha Rao has shown -that these histories were thought
of only about the .time of Ramanuja^ My own impression is that
with the possible exception of Ramanuja himself and of events'
contemporary with his life, the details of dates in regard to the
earlier Alvars- and Acaryas were imagined some two centuries
later and in fact I have found between the years 1150 and 1250
most of the dates which in my pamphlet " DATES OF ALVARS,"
I had supposed to be dates recorded contemporaneously in the 8th
and 9th centuries A.D. This is due to the cyclic recurrence of combinations of a particular vara, tithi and naksatra. The result of
this change of front on my part must be that we are left altogether
without any_help save that of the historical critic in'regard to the
timesof the Alwars and early Acaryas, but that is not a result which

however

regrettable,

need excite much surprise.

Be

it

remembered

that the details which I try to re-construct were not-details of great
events or of the death of great preachers, the time of occurrence of
which might be noted by contemporaries, but the- dates of birth-of
a number of poor or insignificant persons (though one king and
one prime minister perhaps are included in. the .list) about whose
exact date of birth there would have been no information among
their contemporaries, much less among people however devoted to
lived two or three hundred years later. It is this antecedent improbability of any attempt having been made to exactly
determine the dates of birth of a number of religious founders
who lived in succession to one another that constitutes the chief
difficulty in explaining these so-called records- I was at one time
inclined to think that if the records were a fact/the means by which
they were preserved and committed to writing need not concern
us ; but I now think that a circumstance so unparalleled in history

them who

deserves to be closely questioned. Before the time when parish
registers and baptismal records began to be carefully kept, (and
this observation applies only to Europe and that before the 1 2th
century A.D.) it would be next to impossible to discover the date of
birth of an ordinary person (not being a crowned monarch) however
great might have been his subsequent notoriety. This fact can be
easily verified from any biographical dictionary. In India the
want of baptismal records is, at the present day, and has been for
some centuries past, more than replaced by the practice of everybody having his horoscope cast at his birth but the question is
when this practice began. There is absolutely, nothing to lead us
to suppose that the Alwars had their horoscopes cast at their
birth, any more than that Rama had such a horoscope at the time
of his birth, although Valmiki or rather his continuator has

recorded

it.

61

What becomes

then of these manifold records of the exact
the Alvars and Acaryas ?
Subsequent
no doubt kept certain
NAKSATRAS _as the
generations
NAKSATRA.S of birth of the different Alvars and Acaryas;
and we must suppose that theife so-called biographers added to
these Nakatras, the missing 'details of dates from current
pancangas little caring whether" these details were capable or
incapable of verification. In fact we see that successive compilers
of GURUPARAMPARAS have repeated details which I have
shown in my pamphlet to be chronologically impossible, without
any attempt to verify them. In other cases they have attempted
though imperfectly, to correct the details. I must admit that the
details brought together in my "Dates of Alvars" are not
generally perfect. So far as I can recollect, the only case without
a flaw is ithat of Tirumangaialvar, but the details there given are
not sufficient to arrive at a certainty in the matter of date. The
details given in other cases up to the time of RamSnuja had
generally to be doctored by me in regard to one or two points in
each case so as to bring them into accord with what I then
supposed to be the epoch of the Alvars and Acaryas. In the light of
subsequent evidence and of the general verdict of history in. regard
to the ascertainment of birth-dates of even great men of the times
with which we are concerned, I should now look with more than
suspicion upon all these birth-dates not excepting one, until we
.arrive at the epoch when the casting of horoscopes was fairly
common in Southern India.
As I observed before, dates of death or of great events are more
reliable because there is greater probability of their having been
noted and recorded contemporaneously. This is the case with the
dates which I have noted in my pamphlet under Ramanuja and

moment

of birth

of

Manavala Mahamunigal.
imagined even in regard

If

the

dates

of birth

were

merely

to these

great personages, it becomes
possible to account for the preternaturally long lives assigned to
some of them, e.g., to NADAMUNIGAL, to ALAVANDAR, to
RAMANUJA himself.
I thought that in fairness to the very great pains which Mr.
Gopinatha Rao has taken to throw light on this obscure subject,
I

should remove any

misapprehension which

may have been

created by my first attempt to re-construct the dates of Alvars.
I have not hesitated to place before you the weak as well as the
strong points of Indian chronology, because I do not think that it
answers the purposes of the historian any more than it can answer
the purposes of enlightened religion to ignore such human weaknesses as lie on the surface of these legends of Alvars and

Acaryas.

remarks on this subject see paper vii, appended to
of Indian Epliemeris, A.D. 700 to A.D. 1799.}
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